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ALCLAYONE------- •—The above illustration does but scant
justice to the speedy conformation of the
chestnut stallion Alclayone, which it is
intended to represent. The horse himself is a chestnut with narrow stripe in
the face and, aB the cut represents, four
white ankles, the white behind extending more than halfway to the hocks. lie
stands 15% hands high and weighs 1150
pounds, and is a horse of speedy formatfon. He has a clean, bony head and a
countenance in which intelligence and
an amiable disposition are plainly denoted. His eye is full and luminous and
his ears are neat and well placed. His

shoulders and middle-piece are excellent’
with a good, strong back and full loin,
and his legs and feet, barring their white
markings, are without fault. Take him as
an individual, all over he is a worthy representative of the great house of Wilkes,
through one of its most popular subfamilies, that of Alcyone. As a trotter,
Alclayone’s gait is well nigh perfect and
he has a gieat turn of speed. At the
New England Breeders’ meeting last fall
at Mystic, one pleasant day in September, we sat on a seat in the grand stand
with Mr. S. W. Parlin of the American
Horse Breeder (the owner of Alclayone)
and a group of horsemen, when Alclayone was driven a mjle by Col. Galvin in

2.25%, the last half being in 1.11%, and
the mile was made without a hitch or
hobble, and apparently the horse had so
great a reserve of speed at his command,
that it was the concensus of opinion of
those who witnessed the performance,
that he had the ability to trot the mile
very close to 2.20, if not well within that
time. The performance was so easily
and perfectly done that no doubt of the
great speed capacity of the horse was
left in the minds of those who witnessed
it.
After the individual, the pedigree: is
is not a bad motto, and it is a pleasure
to record that so good an individual is
not the result of chance or haphazard

methods of breeding, but that he is the
result of uniting the blood of the best
and most successful families. Alcyone
[2.27, his sire, was by George Wilkes 2.22,
the founder of the Wilkes tribe; and Alcyone’s dam was Alma Mater, the dam
of Alcantara 2.23, also by Geo. Wilkes;
Allandorf 2,19%, Arbiter2.22%, Almater
2.24%, Alfonso 2.29% and Alicia 2.30;
and Alma Mater was by Mambrino Patch
en, the great brood mare sire with the
dams of 112 standard performers to his
credit. The second dam of Alcyone was
Estella, a thoroughbred mare by imp
Australian. Alcantara, the full brother
to Alcyone, is too well known in the
North, as a sire, to require any com-
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ments here, and we only mention him,
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as another evidence of the richness and TURF, FARM AND HOME.
productiveness of the blood which flows
Mr. Charles B. Wellington of Albior
EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.
.
in the veins of Alclayone. Alcyone died
is one of the best known horsemen ir
when ten years of age (in 1887), yet his
-----------1
Maine.
He is a breeder, a buyer and
popularity remains untarnished as the
seller, and driver of trotters. He don’t
The
legislature
is
now
on
its
last
legs,
6
years roll by. He is the sire of [Martha
drive
his horses for glory, going to the
c
Wilkes 2.08, Harrietta 2.09%, McKinney so
8( to speak, and most important meas- fast
mile-track in search of a record,
ures
are
daily
under
consideration.
The
f
2.11%, Alcyo (p) 2.11, etc., etc., and no u
but
* he stays on the half-mile tracks and
family has ever sustained a more general House last week passed the oleo bill drives
for the money there is to be won,
with
a
large
majority
but
the
Senate
is
®
reputation for being consistent race w
and takes whatever record comes inci
horses than the get of tho dead Alcyone. still
8* to act on it and the friends of honest a
dentally. Mr. Wellington has never
The dam of Alclayone was by Harry butter have some fears of the result in been a large breeder, has never kept a
that
body.
We
shall
watch
the
result
Clay, and so far his breeding is a reproa good deal of interest and shall large band of brood mares, and never
duction of that of Harrietta 2.09%, he with
w
publish
the yea and nay vote on it so as had more than two foals dropped in a
being by thp same sire, and his dam be- P1
to
show
just who are the real friends of 8season, yet he can count up rising a
ing by the sire of the dam of Harrietta.
the
farmer
and who are not. It is the dozen members of the 2.30 list which
Perhaps no family has had more influence
most
important
legislation for the far- were bred by him.
in establishing a pure trotting gait than m
On a recent visit we saw some good
mere
ever
passed
upon in this state and
the Clays, and in this direction at least, m
animals in his stables and made a few
every
man
should
stand
and
be
counted.
a
it has been of great value in the evolu- ev
—O—
nnotes which may interest - some of our
tion of the American light harness horse.
The Senate did a good deed last week readers, and we will take them in the
The grandam of Alclayone is Volun
order in which they were shown.
in
passing the bill printed in this issue
tary, a member of the Great Brood Mare
The first was the black mare Norman
list as the dam of Blackwood Prince for a State Highway Commissioner but die with a four-year-old record of 2.39%.
the
House
threw
the
matter
out.
This
2.23%, and her two sons, Volunteer Clay ^b
She stands 15% hands high, was got by
and Norwood Star, both of which are shows the great need of education on Combination; dam Nellie C. Ly Draco
this
matter
in
our
state.
The
bill
prosires of standard performers. There is *b
posed was a most excellent one and did Prince. This is a nice big mare, and
no stouter trotting blood on the trotting P°
VI
very fast and Mr. Wellington expects
not
turf, than that of Volunteer.
no call for the expenditure of much her to go into the list, almost as soon as
Alclayone’s third dam was by Ameri- money but was sort of a kindergarten asked.
in road building. If such a bill
can Star, and she a producer, being the school
80
Mascot, a chestnut gelding without
were to pass and the right man be apdam of Young Sentinel 2.26, while the wc
white, stands 16 hands. He is by Com
pointed
as
Commissioner,
in
two
years
fourth dam was by Gridley’s Roebuck, a P°
bination 2.29%, dam (the dam of Joker
the Legislature would be willing to vote
horse whose pedigree appears in many of tb<
2.29%,) and he can go well.
a liberal
appropriation to begin the work
the old-time trotters.
1
We next saw a gray filly, a beauty,
aj
Take Alclayone as a whole, size, gait, of improving our roads. It can not be and
nice gaited, not so large, but a full
done in a day. Time and some money \
speed and individual qualities, added to do
sister to Normandie.
be spent to prepare the public for
svhich is a harmonious and well bus- must
mi
Iolanthe 2.80 is a bay mare 15% hands
,.
ained speed inheritance, it is safe to the
fbi new order of things. It must be a high,
by Victor, son of Gen. Knox, and
of education, for when the aj
predict that he must be successful either campaign
cai
and her dam The Countess by the Old
really get hold of the idea that
>n the track or in the stud. As a sire he people
Pe
Drew horse. This is a very handsome
they do not need to have poor roads
.8 too young to have a history, but the tb<
and speedy mare, ond her record should
miform promise of his get, so far as in- when good ones can be had for the same have been nearer 2.20 than 2.30, but for
licated is so satisfactory to both his money, then they will be ready to act a somewhat flighty disposition. She is
cwner and his patrons, as to leave noth- and
an to act promptly too. It is nbt yet the dam of some fine colts, and it may
too late for the House to recall its floolish
ng to be desired.
to<
be that the extra nerve force and cour
action and put itself on record as > pro
Nearly all of Alclayone’s foals will ac1
age possessed by Iolanthe, may be just
and up to date body.
They
nake good sized animals. The oldest of ggressive
r<
the qualities which will make race
avail themselves of the opportu- ,
iis get are foals of 1892, and one of these, gshould
b<..
r
h<
horses of the offspring, Iolanthe is
>wned by M. W. Record of Phillips, stood
now in foal to Combination 2,29%.
__0L6 hands high and weighed 1110 pounds
Erling 2.34% was next shown, and at
ast fall. This one, a filly, is very handrThe Senate is yet to act on the matter the first glance we thought him a small
jome and a pure gaited trotter, kind in of woman sufferage. The House has horse, but upon standing up beside
stable and in harness, and trotted a quar- sh<
Bhown its gallantry by giving a rousing him we find he measures 15% hands,
;er in 45 seconds the first time hitched to ma
majority on the right side, but the aE
and he is a horse of fine finish and good
i sulky. Although large, there is not a fri
friends of the measure have great mis- p
r
proportions,
with nice head and ear,
joarse spot about her. Mont View, by gh
givings as to the result in the Senate. g
C
good back and loin, and clean limbs.
Vlclayone, foaled July 19, 1892, now Dii
Did anyone ever stop to think how unjust He is a very fast horse as well, and if
itands 16 hands high and showed a half thi
this whole proceeding is? Simply be- nc
nothing befalls him, he will take as fast
a 1.27 on the Phillips track last season, cai
?ause the men happen to have the ballot, 2 1mark as any that Mr. Wellington ever
lassamine, foaled in May 1892, now tbf
they have the power to perpetuate their bred, he was got by Viking 2.19%;
itands la hands 1% inches high and will ex<
exclusive right to it and the women have j
a
dam
Iolanthe, 2.30 by Victor. Erling
nake a mare at least 15% hands high, no
io voice in the matter. In other words w
, foaled in 1889.
was
rhe other and remaining foal of that year one
me half of the population dictate to the
Miss All So, was the next foal of
s good size. All these, as all of Alclay- oth
jther half who are without a voice ex- jEolanthe,
oand she is a bay mare, 16
►ne’s get, have plenty of substance, and cep
?ept when the taxes which have been hands high, of speedy shape and can go
hey all partake of his amiable dispo- ass
issessed without their consent, are due. W€
well. She is a grand, big mare, and
ition.
Th
rhen they are allowed to settle, that is w
j give a good account of herself if
will
Mr. B. A. Goodell of Waltham, Mass., all.
ill. The whole thing is absurd.
no
nothing happens. She was got, as her
ias a foal of 1893, by Alclayone, which
na
name would indicate, by All So 2.20%,
e calls Sandy River Boy, which is reqThe whole adult population* under an<
md fouled in 1890.
arded as phenomenally fast, by all who pro
>roper restrictions should be allowed to
rThe next two foals from Iolanthe. in
ave seen him.
ca8
ast their ballot as to whether the affairs 18(
L891 and 1892, are two gray geldings
The younger foals keep up the promise ghould
jlo
be conducted by the males alone nai
lamed Touchstone and Speaker Crisp.
f the older ones, and his owner has sev- or
r ^by both sexes. Such a proceedure
[They stand from 16 to 16% hands
ral by him out of mares by Allectus, wol
Fould forever put a quietus on the big
ligli, and make a good team. They are
lat please him greatly, and one out of a cjbarge
ia
that the women do not want the ful
ull brothers, got by Combination 2.29%.
aughter of Kentucky Wilkes 2.21%, allot. As matters now are there is no
1A gray gelding foaled in 1892 is a full
randam by Daniel Lambert, he regards etC(
rcouragement for them to want It. It brc
►rother to Combine 2.26%, by Combi8 about the best of anything he ever |sj {an unjust condition of things and nat
lation; dam Baby Mine by Joe Hooker.
red*
lout
>udly cries for relief.
Th
?lii8 gelding has a speedy form and is
Alclayone will be kept in the stud at
O——
rec
eckoned as a good one.
hillips until July 15, after which he
A sorrel filly with stripe in face and
There is nothing funnier than to read
ill be sent to Mystic Park to be conae discussions in both branches of the liver mane and tail, foaled in 1893, is
itioned for a few races next fall.
•y Erling; dam Nellie C. by Draco
legislature.
They are particularly by
________________
Leg
amt
musing if you know the gentlemen who ’rince. This filly is handsome and
The Tenny Shield advertised in an- ajirr themselves
j
the oftenest. The senti- lo>oks
° like she would be a good one.
;her column is a standard article of meD
ients often expressed there are highly
1Two yearlings, foals of 1894, were
erit and is known in every well regu- cre(
^
unning in the basement of the stable
[•editable
to the speakers but still such run
;ed breeding establishment to be al- pro
j
ne a chestnut colt with stripe in face,
rotestations
of virtue sound sort of one
ost indispensable. Its use is constant- ollow on some occasions to the initiated. annd^ one white stocking behind, got by
on the increase and the sales in Maine The
heir stay however, is brief, and what irling; dam Nellie C. by Draco Prince,
st year were very large but the manu- prO
f
rotestations
they do not make now will annd^ the other was a bay filly, with the
cturers have every reason to expect nev(
ime gray star which Erling has, and
ever be made in Legislative halls, for 8anr
ren larger sales this season as the de- the
ne white ankle behind, by Erling, dam
le most of them are but yearlings. The one
and has already opened. The manu- nex
j time they appear it will be in their byy <Jack Shephard.
Bxt
cturers have a good thing and they are prO
j place in the Third House.
A pair of clipped bay geldings are also
roper
ishing it with great vigor.
“So runs the world away?’
in1 1Mr. Wellington’s string. One is Ad-
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vance 2.39%, by a son of Joe Irving;; Frisky were both out of Betts, by Di- onr thanks are due Mr. Chas. B. Well- <out came the Major’s driver with his lit
ington for his cordial and generous hos- 1tle Elmo mare, and she just llew down
dam by Gen. Lightfoot. This is a cleani rigo.
cut, speedy gelding; we know for wes
Frisky was by Mahew, or Mayhew, an- pitality during our stay. That the little 1the street. She is a perfect trotter and
took a ride behind him. He is a nicej other son of Gen. Knox, foaled in 1870, hamlet of Albion Cor. may sustain her 1Ed. Getchell drives hej to a charm.
I got to the hotel for a late dinner.
jogger, having perfect control of hisi and bred by George Hanscom of Albion, well earned reputation as a nursery of
gait, and can speed fast. He stands 15i and he was out of a mare purchased by trotters, is the wish of the Turf, Farm 1Nelson got through with his usual dis
ipatch and was outside with a horse and
hands 3% inches high and it wouldI Col. Lang to breed to Gen. Knox, and it and Home.
-----------------------—
8sleigh and thumping the window for me
please any manto ride behind him. Hisi is said that she was a Kentucky thormate is a bay gelding by Albrino, andl oughbred, which may be true, as Col. A DAY AT SUNNYSIDE, THE HOME OF tto come, so I had to leave my dessert and
NELSON AND OTHERS.
ggo. He took me to the track where he has
was described last week in the string ofE Lang had several thoroughbred mares at
-----------ttwo stables full, and he showed me some
Geo. Alden at Waterville, since whichl one time for that purpose. Mahew was
Last week I started out to find a mate tthat he says are just as good as those he
time he has come into the possession ofE a roan horse, and he was the sire of China
Girl, a pacing mare with a record of for my bay four-year-old gelding that gshowed in harness. I thought coming
Mr. Wellington.
stands 16 hands high, by Achilles, and hhome what a show that stable of horses
The last horse which we looked at- 2.29%.
Frisky was foaled in 1876. She is a as I must have one with a Nelson gait I vwould make at the State Fair, but to
was the gray horse Combination 2.29%,
by Hambletonian Knox, son of Gideon. mare but little if any, over 15 hands high, concluded to try Waterville. I didn’t ssave a few dollars entrance money that
Combination is dapple gray, growingr and a mare of good shape, but was never find anything to match my colt, but I was oone of the directors had agreed to give
lighter with age, is nine years old, and developed. She was a black roan and well paid for the trip. The train was yif Nelson would show the horse Nelson,
they must do a mean act, and deduct it
his dam was known as Milkmaid, a gray grew lighter until she became a light two hours late, so I didn’t arrive at Water- tl
ville
until
after
six
o
’
clock.
In
going
in
0out of his winnings, and the public is the
gray,
but
as
the
years
passed
she
grew
mare formerly owned by Mr. Wellington,
loser. There should be a live President,
by Black Flying Cloud, son of Long darker and darker, until now, across the to tea I found C. H. Nelson and lady tak- p
Island Black Hawk. Combination is yard she would be taken for a jet black ing their tea. After getting through my gSecretary and Treasurer to run a State
Fair, and the directors should be left out,
the sire of Combine 2.26% and she took mare. After shedding her coat she will supper, I went into the office where I was p
soon
joined
by
Mr.
Libby
of
Pine
Tree
aasi there are always men get on the board
be
a
roan
gray
again.
This
is
a
circum

her record before Combination entered
that cannot see anything but a pumpkin.
the list.
Mr. Wellington bred Free stance with which we do not remember Farm fame, and Maj. Haskell the owner tl
I wanted to call at the Turf, Farm
Trade one of the best race horses ever to have met before. Frisky was bred to of St. Lawrence and mate, also a very
and Home office, but as I was obliged to
in Maine. Freeman 2.29%, Joker 2.29%, Young Rolfe and produced Blue John fast little mare by Elmo 2.27, and of a
horse was the topic of conversa- 1leave
€
at two o’clock how could I?
'
Combination 2.29%, the last three of 2.26%, afterwards to Wilkes, and pro- course
duced the handsome black mare Mattie tion. We separated about half-past ten
John Horne as usual, has a lot of fine
which entered the 2.30 list in 1894.
to take our much needed rest for the o:
ones getting ready for market.
One of Mr. Wellington’s first pur Merrill 2.27%, now owned and driven on morrow.
E. L. Norcross,
chases in horse fiesh was the mare the road in Boston. Frisky is now in
I had just got through my breakfast
foal
to
Don
Nelson.
Fearnaught
Farm, Manchester,
Never Mind, dam of Annie Laurie 2.27%
morning when Maj. Haskell drove
Maroh 11, 1895.
Mr. Wellington’s other brood mare is next
3
and Motion 2.29 by Daniel Lambert. Mr.
up to take me out on the famous speed
W. bought this mare in the eastern Flora T., by Gideon, dam by Dirigo; 2d way, Silver street. We had hardly got
BAR HARBOR NOTES.
part of the^State, when she was young, dam by Old Drew. He bought this mare
started
up the street when I saw coming
of
the
late
Gen.
Tilton
of
Togus,
who
1
and bred from her a very fast horse
flying down the street, a bay horse
You wished me to write about my
which he called Little Claude. This had her of G. J. Shaw of Hartland, and
hitched
to a yellow sleigh, and at first h<
horses and I will try a little in that line.
she
is
a
bay
mare
without
white,
15%
'
horse, Little Claude won the three-yearsight I supposed his driver was a wild T
There are a lot of fine horses and colts in
old race at the Maine State Fair at hands high, and was foaled in 1883. This 1Indian; hands above his head and sound- B
Bar Harbor, but it would be impossible
mare
was
bred
to
Nelson
2.09,
and
pro

Bangor in 1872, and consequently was
ing
the war-whoop, but soon I saw it was fc
for me to write them up. I have a mare
duced
the
handsome
mare
Damosella
5
foaled in 1869. When Mr. Wellington
no
one but Nelson driving, to my great tc
ten years old which I have used for a
2.25
and
her
full
sister
Donna
2.27%.
It
1
bought Never Mind, she was called a
surprise, “Wilkes.” I then got out of fa
family horse and about my business since
Woodbrook Messenger, and he puts but is very rare th^t a breeder may be found 1
the
Major’s sleigh and got in with Nel- si
she was three years old, and allowed no
with
only
two
brood
mares,
and
both
in
1
little confidence in the Young Moscow
son, and my surprise increased as Wilkes oi
one to drive her but myself. She was
pedigree attached to the mare in the re the Great Brood Mare list. I. X. L. is 3
took
us along a 2.30 clip, and he is as fat si
sired by Hambletonian Knox 2.28; dam a
a
full
brother
to
the
above
mares,
1
also
cords. Mr. Wellington has had very
M
as a little hog. This horse if put in con- Morgan
; coal black and one white ankle,
good success in the past in breeding/' being by Nelson, out of Flora T., and 3
dition
can trot in 2.20 this year; and after IE
15% hands weighs about 1075 can road
was
bred
by
Mr.
Wellington.
Flora
T.
1
trotters and roadsters, and in selling
looking
him over I made up my mind IS
12 to 14 miles with all ease, never was
1
them for good prices, and he feels con is now in foal to Wilkes.
that
I rather have a colt out of a good handled
hi
for speed until 5 days before
Don
Nelson
is
a
bay
horse
16
hands
1
fident that he has some youngsters in
mare by him than any Wilkes stallion in September
S<
Fair at Ellsworth in 1894, and
high,
and
was
foaled
in
1892.
He
is
1
his stables at present, fully as promising
the
world, for chances to get a fast trot- won
w a record of 2.33%. This is no where
somewhat
mixed
gaited,
but
may
develop
1
as any he has had in the past, and that
ter. After putting Wilkes up, Nelson near
n< her speed, as I have timed her %
the lovers of a good horse will always as much speed as his full sisters.
had
his man hitch up a stallion coming m
mile in 1.10 without a skip, she is very
Donna
2.27%,
is
a
dark
bay
mare
with1
find something to interest them at the
two
this spring, and broken this winter, high
hi mettle and never has a whip behind
out
white,
15%
hands
high,
and
was
1
stable of Mr. Wellington is an assured
her until last fall in the race. Also have
foaled in 1889. She was bred in 1892, by
1 Nelson. This colt is bay and fine hi
tact.
can show better than 2.40. Then two
to colts from her, one three years old
and foaled a colt in 1893, running out to size,
1
Mr. Nathan R. Wellington who lives on pasture, and coming up in the fall very Nelson
had a four-year-old by Nelson, ai
and one two years. Both fillies, coal
another farm just across the street from thin in fiesh, and she had been driven but out
of a Fearnaught Jr. mare. This colt bl
black with white hind ankles, fine gaited
<
Charles B. Wellington, and to whom he little through the winter, when with 30 has
and stand about 15 hands. Sired by
1 been castrated and will beat 2.30 this ai
is a brother, has never been so prominent days handling she took a record of season.
He has all the style and finish D
Dawn R., he by Alcantara. These colts
f
in trotting and breeding circles, ufitil his 2.27%.
have not be handled for speed, merely
<of the Fearnaughts and is a grand road h:
remarkable success during the past sea Pearl Jed wood is a red roan mare, or horse.
But there was another surprise bi
broken to harness. These colts are own
1
son, when three of the product of his rather a bay mare with white hairs mixed in store. Nelson told his man to hitch si
sisters and a perfect match in color and
farm reached the 2.30 mark. Damosella in her coat, foaled in 1891; she stands a3 bay colt coming two, by Nelson, and oi
ought to be good ones. Two years ago
2.25 and Donna 2.27%, both by Nelson 15% hands high, and was «ired by Jed- owned
by Mr. Darling, 5th Avenue Hotel, I refused $1000 for the mare from Phil
(
2.09, and Mattie Merrill 2.27%, by Wilkes, wood, son of Nutwood; dam Frisky, by New York, and come up the street, and at
adelphia parties. Also have a span of
which with the three new 2.30 perform Mahew.
he
bay ponies, weigh about 750, which I
1 would take me with an older trotter b:
ers bred by his brother, made six to en A chestnut colt one year old by a son up
will sell cheap. I see in your list of
1 to see him go. We went the length w
ter the 2.30 li^st from this little isolated of Dictator Chief 2.21%; dam Frisky is 1of the street, Nelson running our horse, 18
1894 trotters shows them 2.30, there are
country village, all the product of two a very pretty colt.
some 2.16, and only about 20 that took a
3and this colt beating a 2.30 gait, and sc
small breeders, who never breed more
a gait, just like his sire. I have re
record faster than my mare, which I
A bay gelding foaled in 1893, with such
1
than two colts each in a single season— diamond on nose and little white on both had
many fast colt trotters, and seen th
think pretty good for a green one. I
1
a circumstance which cannot probably hinds heels, is a very neat turned young- 1many more, but this fellow is the fastest th
think with a little good handling she is
be duplicated in the whole country— ster, by Dictator Chief, out of Donna and
slickest gaited one I ever saw. Then g(
good for 2.20.
3
making Albion Corner an “only” in this 2-27%, by Nelson.
Nelson ordered the hero of many hard
I would like to J see some good man
respect.
battles, Nelson himself, har- w
Gid Wilkes is a bay colt with one white fought
1
who understands the business write up
Bar Harbor horses, as there are a nice lot
A good many years ago Mr. Nathan ankle behind. He was foaled in 1893 Jnessed, and told me to drive him down B;
street, which I did. He is like a h<
‘
here.
Wellington bought a mare of a Mr Ayer and is by Wilkes, out of Flora T. (dam Silver
and I can now say I have driven one
<
D. A. Bunker.
of Bangor. She was called Bet, or Betts, of Damosella 2.25 and Donna 2.27%) by colt
a record of 2.09.
’
and was a wonderfully good one, and was Gideon. This colt is bred like St. Croix with
Just What They Pay For.
I had just got back to the hotel when
sired by Dirigo. This mare was bred 2.14% and is a beauty all over. He is
Maj.
Haskell
drove
up
with
St.
Lawrence,
not
large,
but
is
clean
cut
all
over,
with
Furbish
’s Worm Powders cure worms
several times and in 1876 she produced
to perfection quickly. They are fully
I had to take a ride after him. I he
3
the mare Frisky, of whom more will be a neat head and ear, nice back, and legs and
warranted to do all that is claimed for
<couldn’t believe it was the horse I rode them.
said below. In 1886 she was bred to as clean as a deer’s.
They are sent for $1 per pack
after
a
few
years
ago.
He
is
very
fast
age by addressing the manufacturer, G.
Jessie B. is a large and rather coarse 1
Empire, a bay horse foaled in 1870, by
goes entirely on his mettle. Then S. Furbish, 590 Chestnut St: Lynn, Mass.
!
Gen. Knox, and out of a mare of un bay mare with star, snip on nose and and
traced breeding. Empire was bred, and three white ankles. She was foaled in
is now owned by James Morrill of Albi 1891 and stands 16 hands high. She was
on, and has never made anything but a got by Wilkes; dam by Dictator Chief;
local reputation, yet the produce of Betts 2d dam by Gideon. Maud Viking is a A handsome, round barrelled, smoothly coupled, clean limbed, good gaited stallion,
by this horse was the black gelding handsome bay filly foaled in 1894, by bred at the noted Palo Alto establishment in California. He was sired by Whips,
Nathan 2.29%. In the Year Book Nathan Erling, son of Viking 2.19%; dam by 2.27%, son of Electioneer. Whips sired Azote, 2.08%, Cobwebs, 2.12^, and others.
The dam of Whips is Lizzie Whips, a tonian, making him inbred to that fonn-*
is said to be out of Frisky, by Mayhew, Gen. Lightfoot and Netta is a chestnut
daughter of Enquirer, der of the greatest trotting family yet
son of Gen. Knox, and this fiction, start mare with white stripe in face and three thoroughbred
The dam of Don Whips was by Mohawk brought to light. His second dam produced
ed in 1889, when he made his record at white feet. She was foaled in 1891, got Chief, sire of Soqtag Mohawk? the dam of one of the champion trotters of the world,
in the 2.30 list. Don Whips is by one Don Whips will prove a success as a trot-*
Montreal, is continued up to the present by Red Hawk; dam by Gen. Lightfoot. eight
of the stoutest bred sons of Electioneer, ting sire. Fee, $25. Season expires July 1,
day; but Mr. Wellington assures us that This completes the list of animals seen, His dam is by the great brood mare sire, Correspondence and patronage solicited,
|\ HOOD, Lowell, MaSS,
it is not correct, and that Nathan and and we felt well repaid for our visit, and Mohawk Chief, a son of Rysdyk’sHamble-

Don Whips—Hood Farm
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brown gelding Hiram, by Tom Lang., 1knowledged that it was a heavier under- good horses, such as are wanted in the
Several fast brushes of speed were showni taking
i
than he contracted for. Whenn market are still to be found in Maine,
PUBLISHED EVERT WEDNESDAY
by Thompson, Elder Boone, Lalla Rookhl the
t horses would leave the old coursee but that good horses are still in good deBY THE
and Hiram. Later R. G. Dunn brought; ?and strike the yielding earth, and afterr :mand at good prices. An extensive buyTURF PUBLISHING COMPANY( out the fast little pacing mare Evelyni jplowing through it for 20 feet, suddenlyy <er recently remarked to us: “Do you
2.23%, by Robinson D. 2.17%, and out; 8strike the hard bank, they would jumpp 1know, good horses are worth nearly as
81 and 33 Lockwood St., Dunn Block,
of the dam of C. S. P. 2.32%, and Elder coff their stride as if they had been hit ona much
i
as they ever were.’’
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
* * * *
Boone, and she can pace like a streak, tthe head with a fence rail. It was nott
Those writers who are blind to every
C. O. Holt, the Ex-Post Master, was out conly from three to five seconds slow, butt
E. P. MAYO, Managing Editor.
kind of a horse save what their individuwith his family horse. Take it all in all, was
i
positively dangerous. The after- 1ual
J. W. THOMPSON, Associate Editor.
fancy leads them to endorse, who
perhaps as much speed was shown as can rnoon’s sport opened with a race between1 (deny the right of all other classes to any
OTIS MEADER, Associate Editor.
A. D. QUIMBY, Associate E«Ht*»r. be found in any country village of its 1Azote 2.08%, and Klamath 2.12% 5 Azote9 <claim for merit or pedigree, who declare
a Hackney is but a moi grel and
- size. Ralph Foster has several fast ones; vwinning in three heats in 2.08%, 2.10%, that
1
merit it or the French Coach
TERMS :—$1.50 per year in advance, $2.00 if not1 Catell, bay horse by Glenarm, Meteor, 22.10. After this Alix 2.03%, was driven’ whatever
J
paid strictly in advance.
possesses is due to the influence of Shepthe
fast
pacing
gelding
by
Gov.
Morrill,
t
two
miles,
the
first
in
2.10%.
In
the
sec1
■ herd Knapp, will do well to read carefulEntered at the Post Office at Waterville, Me.,
as second class mail matter.
and several others.
oond mile she went to the three-quarters3 1ly the editorial in the Breeder by Mr. L.
L
* * * *
< Underhill, one of the editors, who dein 1.34%, when Mr. Salisbury said: “I’ll1 G.
that the Hackneys furnished the
The old system of jogging, in the pre- ggive her 30 seconds to come home in,,• dares
fformation
WATERVILLE, Wednesday, Mar. 20.
stock upon which the Morgan
paration of the trotter, met with its first sshe can always dd that.” He had hard-- family
f
was builded, arid who defends his
--------------------- (condemnation when the brush plan by bly spoken before she was into the softt cclaim with
strong argument and good
A BINDER FOR THE TURF.
which speed was developed so fast at ppatch, fetlock deep. She plowed and[ 1references.
Palo Alto, was introduced, and although jijumped through till she struck the hardI
We clip the above from the Maine
imany of the conservative drivers still ad- bbanks, and then catching quickly, Andyr Farmer
, and we fear the “green eyed
J
We have at last secured a good sub-- hered
]
to the old system, the success of AMcDowell pulled her up and let her comej rmonster” had something to do with its
new, was adopted by many of the iiin easily in 2.11. Directly was given ai dictation,
for we will say right here, that
c
stantial binder to preserve the regular? the
1
enterprising, although perhaps in a nmile, going to the half in 1.03%. Whenl for
f pure, unadulterated misstatement of
issues of the Turf, Farm and Home. most
1
modified form. Monroe Salisbury whose tlthe soft spot was reached he flouaderei1 well known facts, it takes the cake, and
These binders are made of shipping tag
’ success has been almost phenomenal, and tthrough and had to be brought to a stand - we can conceive of only one reason why
stock that are tough and durable. The5 ,who has the reputation of working his still
s
before he got straight, finishing thej cour usually conservative cotemporary
backs are of cloth with board insert to> ]horses harder than any man in the busi- nmile in 2.12. Flying Jib 2.04, the erratic• 8should allow such a base slander in its
give firmness. The size is just right for' iness, in races, relates the system adopted ppacer next essayed a mile dash against at ccolumns. We have repeatedly stated,
the paper and the price is less than wasj with Alix, and with what result, is known bbicyble built for four. He reached thej aand have it from the best authority, both
to everybody interested in any degree in qquarter in 30% seconds in the lead, the> iin America and England, that Shepherd
ever offered before for such hn article.
turf matters. Last spring at Council hhalf in 1.01%, the three-quarters in 1.34%,, IKnapp had great influence on the Hack
We shall present these binders as premi- jBluffs he bought a controlling interest in aand passed under the wire in 2.06 flat, nney breed of the latter country, but when
urns for new subscribers who pay a full ,Alix. At that time she was undergoing T
This ended the exhibition for the day.
nour cotemporary includes the Coach
* * * *
IHorse, he makes a statement entirely
old-time work and training. She
year in advance, or will send them freej the
1
Dr; George H. Bailey, the State Veter- vwithout foundation, and without any
to any old subscriber who sends us a newr was jogged and jogged to rule and rote,
and in addition she had her work-outs ii
inarian has always been well known as an warrant
v
whatever, for no one, to our
advance paying subscriber. Or it will ‘
with unremitting regularity. With her a'
all around horseman. Long before he kknowledge, by voice or pen, ever claimed
be sent free on receipt of price.
3walkings, joggings, workings and racing, bbecame a Vet. he was an accomplished aany connection between them.
It is certainly the most convenient ar- jno wonder she had hollow flanks and ti
* * * *
trainer and driver, and as long ago as
At last Boston is to have a speed way,
the State Fair at Portland in 1856, he won
tHe we have ever used and feel certaint ]pinched-looking quarters. She continued tl
that our readers will like the idea of hav- 1under the old management and won in a silver cup with his horse Dancing a consummation devoutly wished for,
slow company at Council Bluffs and Sag- Feather,
F
to saddle. He was also well 11many years. Every city of note in the
ing something substantial to preserve .
where the light .harness horse
inaw, but at Detroit she was beaten one- kknown, to the older horsemen as one of country,
c
their pr.pers in from week to week.
two-three by Lord Clinton. Then Salis- tl
the best painters of horse portraits in the is held in high esteem, has or is going
■ ■- ' "■.... -= Ibury said: “I’ll try her awhile,” and he ci
country, and won high praise from the to have a speedway, and Boston is only
On Saturday p. m. the horsemen of cdid. All joggings and work-outs were b<
best authorities for his portrait of Gold- in
11 line with the rest, and owners of fast
Canton held sort of a carnival. Lots of fistopped and every means was taken to ai
smith Maid 2.14. It is natural then, that horses will be allowed to speed them on
the doctor, when he selected a small stud what is popularly known as the threeteam? were out and several fine horses Ibuild her up. Any and every kind of tl
mile road, which lieB between
were shown. Dr. A. L. Stanwood first ffood was given her to tempt her to eat. oi
of youngsters, should be satisfied with quarter
9
wheat, rice, carrots, green corn, n<
nothing but the best, either in individu- the car tracks on Beacon Street, (past
came out with his filly Eller, by Wilkes Boiled
I
pears and even grapes in small al
(Nelson’s); dam Old Mag,by Uncle Shube. apples,
a
ality or in breeding. The young stallion the entrance to the park system and the
Crown Prince is a rare individual; the Cottage Farm bridge.) The location
This filly is bay with two white ankles cquantities were selected. She was walk- C:
not be excelled, as there are no
fi] from Mamie W, 2.27%; the Jennie could
behind, of good size, foaled in 1892; has ed
e but very little and jogged none. Her filly
c<
cross streets from start to finish, and
never been shod and is inclined to pace eexercise was only a slow mile or two. At R
Rolfe 2.28%, filly; the Sultan filly, are C]
she began to show the effects v<
very fine, and the three-year-old filly thus danger from accidents will be re
barefoot. Later, the doctor brought out Cleveland
(
his bay mare Lalla Rookh, by Albrino. of
c her new treatment. She was getting “Wonderland” is thought to be the fast- duced to the minimum. It is believed
est untried filly in Maine, and well she that this will give a boom to the light
This mare is handsome, nice gaited and rid
r of the tucks in her flanks and quar- es
may be as Westland 2.29%, is the sire of “harness horse in and around Boston,
can go vtell. Berry & Rose, leading 1ters, and was frisky as a colt. Her eyes m
be an incentive to induce many
Emma Westland 2.29%, the fastest two- and
ai
farmers in town, have several head of vwere brighter and coat more glossy. In E:
others jvho do not now drive, to become
y<
ever bred in Maine by the rec- o1
theii own breeding. Archer Boone, tthe free-for-all there, she won in one, year-old
of speeiy horses, ai.d thus not
oi
brown horse 16 hands high and will ttwo, three order against the same horses ords.
But the doctor finds the demands owners
0
only contribute to their own happiness,
of business so exacting, that he is obliged 01
weigh 1200 lbs., is by Daniel Boone, out tthat had beat her at Detroit ten days of
The same treatment was given to be away from home the greater part but give a needed impetus to the breed
of a flying Eaton mare. He is a good before.
b
ing business.
horse and is leaving some good stock, bher till and through the two weeks at o
off the time, and as he cannot do them 11
* * * *
From that treatment she grew ju
Ilex is a bay horse foaled in 1890, 15% Buffalo.
I
justice, much as he regrets to part with
Last year a pony, called Watchmaker
bands high, got by The Seer 2.15%; dam bbig. stout and fleshy. The trainers who th
the young things he has selected with so p
Patchen, was shipped to England, and
m
by Daniel Boone, and is a handsome and vwere walking, jogging and working out much
care, he has decided to sell. And w
was eventunlly bought by Richard
speedy little horse. They have also a iiinterminably shook their heads and pre to decide is to act. They are all “good T
Thornton, of the Empire Theatre, New
pair of chestnuts, a mare and gelding, ddieted that she would not stay. And gc
goods,” and they will be sold “worth the castle on Tyne. Mr. Thointon is a great
and supporter of light harness
Pamlico beat her a heat in the free- money.
m
full brother and sister, five and seven when
v
”
gadmirer
j
sport,
and he soon found that his 13.3
for-all
race
they
chorused,
“
I
told
you
*
*
*
*
y
years old. They stand 16% hands high. f<
Yankee was as game as a pebble. He
Dr. W. Seward Webb, President of the is
are by Albrino; dam the Flying Eaton sso.” But Salisbury thought he knew
issued a challenge for £‘100a side against
any pony of the same size to a match of
Wagner Palace Car Co. of New York, ac ai
he was about and the head-shakers W
mare spoken of above. They are j ust of what
v
by Col. Kane and Mr. Bron- five miles, and when he got no response
co
a color and make a handsome pair, and tithought so too, at Terre Haute when the companied
he announced that on Jan. 3, rain or
son, paid a visit to Lewiston and Auburn sshine,
}
are good gaited, with nice long tails. Iilittld mare, big and stout as a brood- so
and without bet or consideration,
last week in Dr. Webb’s private car, and h(
They have a bay mare 15% hands high nmare, scored to death by a starter lai
he would send him five miles inside of
spent a day in looking over the horses in 15.00. i he half-mile track at Gosforth,
and a full sister to the above, six years titroubled with stupidity or cupidity, trot sp
Newcastle, is built from burnt
ted the three best heats in the history of the
th two cities and purchasing about a Park,
old, and a nice gentleman’s roadster. A t(
ashes from colliery heaps, which makes
dozen in all. Will Miller sold four; Er- aj
the trotting turf. The wonderful im- de
brywn mare by Daniel Boone, and dam tl
a good track, but with the frost in it lift j
mine, a black 16 hand mare, and a good in the raj s of the sun and makes the go
of Ilex, is called Mattie Boone, and she is pprovement under the Salisbury treatment mi
ing very heavy.
He accomplished his
one, by Westland 2.29%; dam Lady in
a pacer with a good turn of speed. L. L. was
w a revalation to horsemen. Under it, on
Leighton (dam of Evelyn (p) 2.23%) by task in splendid style, in spite of a high
won the trotting cro^yn and trotted Le
Kilbreth has a gamey looking gray mare Alix
A
wind. The time was 14.43
He was
Dolbier’s Ethan Allen. This mare is five d
r
herself out of all classes.
D(
15% hands high, by. Robert Bonner Jr. h
driven
by Mr. Sidney Stone, who weigh
years old and is a very promising one. ed
* * * *
ye
ed 140 lbs.
She is inclined to pa :e and has quite a
She made a record of 2.54 as a two-yearThey had a great exhibition of speed Sb
turn of speed. Carrol Thompson was
We clip the above from the Spirit of
old. Mr. Miller also sold a fine big mare th
at the Oakland (Cal.) track recently. The ol(
out with the black gelding Thompson a1
the T mes, and would like full informa
was warm and sultry in the by Messenger Wilkes, dam by Prescott; tic
2.27%, and he was never looking or go weather
w
tion about this horse if auy reader can
15% hands high; a gray mare by Gideon, gi
but a twelve o’clock a westerly 15
give it.
ing so well. R. G. Dunn had Elder morning,
m
* * * *
same size, and a big bay mare whose
began to blow great clouds of dust sa
Boone, by Daniel B jone, aud a full broth- breeze
bi
The liberal policy of the State Agricul
breeding we have not learned. The
along the road leading to the Oakland br
er to C. S. P. 2.32%, and he can go fast al
tural Society is everywhere recognized
Pompilly Bros, sold several, among them tu
The track was not fast. It was Pc
and good gaited. Ellis Delano had a track.
tr
and when the colt stakes and stake races
Dick Lightheart, by Dr. Franklin; dam an
soft, very soft in places while over the Di
nice five-year-old bay mare by Albrino. sc
were opened for 1895 we felt that all had
places where the bridges were built the by Gen. Withers, a mare by Messenger wc
Gideon Ellis had out his brown gelding, pl
been said which could reasonably be
Wilkes, and a chestnut gelding by Black be
course was positively dangerous. Mr. Wi
a pacer by Dictator Chief; dam Old Mag. cc
asked for. But at the late meeting of
This is one of the largest sales as
Salisbury worked hard to have it in read- Monitor.
M(
George W. Moore, the harness man, rode Si
the Trustees, in answer to the request of
iness for the trial, but at 1.30 he ac- of the winter, and shows not only that th
in the front a part of the time with his in
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breeders the two-year-old colt stakes for
trotters and pacers were increased from
$200 to $300, and three and fonr-y ear-olds
from $300 to $400. See revised advertisement in another column. Surely
such a policy should meet a generous response, and with the large number of
horses and colts to be trained in Maine
this year the entries for these stakes and
stake races, should be larger than ever.
Those who stay out will have only them
selves to censure if they fail of a place in
the greatest state races of the year. The
Maine State Fair is the best advertising
medium for Maine horses.

* * * #

We have received the following note
from B. F. Fairbanks, Winthrop, the
owner of Whalebone Knox, in answer to
an inquiry we recently made in regard
to the roan mare Lady Fay 2.29%.
Winthrop, Me. Mar. 12, ’95.
Lady Fay 2.29% was bred by the late
William Sturtevant of East Boston, and
was foaled in Maine. Sired by Whale
bone Knox; dam a chestnut mare pur
chased of J. H. May, breeding unknown.
Lady Fay was in Tom Marsh’s hands in
1891.
This should place Lady Fay to the
credit of Whalebone Knox in the Great
Table of Sires.
* * * *
We have received a letter from Oxford
county expressing doubts about Fanny
Everett being the dam of Yellow Ash
(p) 2.24%, The Year Book gives Fanny
Everett as the dam of both S. X. Boy (p)
2.19%, and Yellow Ash (p) 2.24%, and
we have so understood it. If this is not
correct we wish to know the facts. Our
correspondent states that Yellow Ash
“was raised at No. Buckfield, and his
dam was a low pacing mare owned at
the time he was foaled, by J. A. Warren
of that place.”
* * *

MME.

were only laughed at for their pains.
we
-------2.06 is wintering finely in C.
( J. Hamlin has----purchasedAthanio
2 19% in California.
21
HOOF

Fantasy
CCalifornia.

FARM AND

PRINTS.

It
J is expected that Moonstone will get
, The breeding of trotters is increasing
the record for pacing mares in 1895.
in
Germany.
tin
11
The horse business like all other kinds
Beuzetta 2.12% will probably go into
yMr. Salisbury’s hands.
of business, shows signs of picking up.
of
Every
horse that made a record last
Jonn Splan, Mike Bowerman and
1
season is expected to beat it about 10
George Scattergood are all on the sick sef
seconds in 1895.
liBt.
sec

We will thank all owners of stock
pfarms to forward their latest annual
catalogue.
Ci
Dr. H. W. Fairbanks V. S. of Augusta
n
recently received a Bevere injury by a
kick from a horse.

1More mistakes have been made by refusing to sell when a good offer is receivfu«
ed than by letting them go.
©d

The now Boston speedway is a pronounced success, and many fast trotters
no
and pacers are making daily use of it.
am

John C. Horne recently bought two
Race track and trotting track legis
R
in Skowhegan. One of L. W.
lation is engaging the attention of law horses
ho
ff
Chase and one of Augustus Fowler.
makers all over the country.
Ch

Village Farm will hold a special sale
Oofj horses of the coach and carriage type,
fifitted for use on the road, in April.
-------The Horse Review $10,000 stakes for
trotters and the $5000 stake for pacers
failed to fill, and have been declared off.
-------Maj. Haskell of Waterville has sold
q
Grover Cleveland 2.18%, by Redwood to
B
Boston parties, and he was shipped last
w
week.

Many Maine dealers, who, in former
years
y
e{ took horses to the Boston market,
are now buying there and bringing them
ar€
int
into the state.
JAllandorf 2.19%, was sold at the
Madison Square Garden sale Monday
nig
night.

Ed.
Weymouth has sold Royal Oak
J
2.32% to Dr. W. E. Pillsbury of Milton
2.3
Mills, N. H.
Mi

5
brina
1
2.27; Elsmere, 2.29%, trial 2.18;
1Dr. Dix 2.30; Landlord 2.33. He is one
(of the premier stallions of the state. One
]
has
only to glance at him to recognize his
aristocracy.
He is a popular sire. Of
2
course many let the opportunity pass;
but wise owners of Winthrop Morrill,
1Knox, Eaton and other well bred mares
cof the vicinity are accepting the chance
to
* raise such stock as is and will be a
credit to the state.
Then comes Ferdinand, by Madrid
(1835), by Geo. Wilkes (519); dam by Al
mont
(33), who is an exceptionally finely
1
finished
animal all over and has good
*
8speed and many fast brothers and sisters.
Hazel A. is a beautiful filly coming
ftwo in' June. She stands 15 hands and %
jinch high and weighs 725 lbs. Her dam
5was by Gen. Withers. In spite of her
age
2 she is graceful in action and a pict
ure
1 in composure.
The Young Doctor (coming one) is a
very interesting youngster. He has in
t
telligence
beyond his years and a gait
t
that
ought to mean a good deal by-and
Iby. He is by Senator Blackburn (out of
1Minnie Patchen), by Alcyone. His dam
is by Harvester.
Kitty Lambert is a valuable brood
rmare. Her dam was by Holibird’s (?)
jEthan Allen, and her sire, Harvester, by
Daniel
Lambert. She is with foal by
1
Albrino.

It
There was quite a sleighing carnival
1 looks as though the Hamlin and fRULES TO BE OBSERVED IN SHOEING
HORSES.
Salisbury
stables would sweep every
and
exhibition
of
fine
horse
flesh
on
the
Sal
ai
thing
before
them
the
coming
season.
ice at Silver lake, Bucksport on the 12th
ic
I am only going to make a few state
inst.
All the trotters in town were out.
jFred Smith of Andover has sold a r
ic
ments, for the young and inexperienced
Daniel Watson of Brockton, Mass., bay filly by Griffin 2.29%; dam by Ven- thorse owners benefit, and am not going
ture Boone, to parties in New Hamp- aattempt to instruct my superiors. Al
who purchased Kannette by Broadway, tui
ai
tthough I am not a shoer, I did not feel
and Rolfe K. 2.29% by Black Rolfe, be- shire.
sides many other Maine horses the past
cSumner Knox of Peru, has a bay stal- that my education fitted me, for combat
In our advertising columns will be seen si
recently made us a pleasant call, lion, three years old, 16 hands high, by iing with all the ills and accidents, to
the card of George W. Leavitt’b horse winter,
w
which
the feet and limbs of the horse are
Parker Gun. This horse stands very
v
Mr. Chas. Dexter of Gilbertville, Fleetwood Wilkes, that is said to be very subject,
until I could, in necessary in
high in the estimation of the horsemen Mass., the gentleman who purchased promising
for
speed.
Prc
stances, apply a shoe, myself in a man
about Boston, where he is well known, B
Elcho 2.27% and her son Elsmere 2.29%
The New England Breeders have a nner calculated to overcome certain evils.
and he is proving a sire of some very ffor
c Mr. Geo. H. Gilbert of Winchester,
rules for shoeing the normal foot
meeting
to day at the American House rThe
l
promising colts. He is certainly one of sa
same state, was in Waterville recently to (see if the association will vote to or- aare the same from number 1 to 101 as
the best bred, in producing lines, of any ai
and made the Tukf, Farm .and Home a ganize a stock corporation.
ffollows; in preparing the foot for the
of the great Wilkes tribe.
p]
pleasant call.
gai
-------8
shoe
keep it level, 2d in applying the
We are glad to learn that BenHilton g
Mr. Ed. C. Hamilton proprietor of the
The horsemen of Maine all, sooner or of No. Anson, is gaining right along, and tshoe to the foot keep it level, 3rd when
City Hotel Waterville, and a well known jlater
a
foot is shod, be sure that it stands
come to Waterville. During the has got able to go downstairs. Wetrust the
p
and if these rules are adopted with
horseman, being the owner of Ned H. (p) p,
past week we have met here A. J. Libby, that he will be out again this season as level
tthe colt, the first time it is shod, there
2.24%, with Miss Millie Mitchell, left on Ira
jr Woodbury, Ed Clark, John 8. Heald
vwill be no trouble in keeping it ih shape,
early train Monday. On their arrival at and
aj many others from different parts of usual.
Portsmouth they were united in marriage, tl
the state.
IBerry and Rose of Canton have a bay aand enable the animal to stand upon his
After a trip to Boston and New York,
gelding 16% hands high, foaled in 1891, feet with ease and move without over
-------gel
Strathmore, bay horse foaled in 1866, by
they will return to Waterville. The best
by Phillippe, son of Nelson, dam by Al- taxing any of the tendons, and your
wishes of the Turf, Farm and Home, and
ai one of the sons of Rysdyk’s Hamble- bri
brino. He has a narrow stripe in the horse will be reasonably sure to remain
from spavins, splints, curbs and
tonian, growing less in number every < fface
ac and white ankles behind, and is a free
for their future happiness and prosperity to
f
year, died March 12 at Fort Wayne, good
g0( gaited colt.
go with them.
y(
rringbone.
* * * *
Jr
And from the first time the colt’S foot
Ind., from the results of a fall. He
C.
We call attention this week to the Ver- w
was the sire of 64 standard performers,
L P. Drake of Lewiston is jogging is ever pared, this rule is rigidly follow
Glenarm 2.23%, Bayard Wilkes (p) 2.13%, eed he will not be very likely to interfere
mont and Northern New York Trotting ai
and 36 daughters were producers.
and Eddie Lothrop, Beatrice, and Percy 0or knock his knees. The difference in
-------anc
and Pacing Circuit the conditions of
b> Bayard Wilkes, and Macedon vweight between the fore and hind shoes,
Currier 2.27 and Hilton 2,40, full Wilkes
Wi
which are to be found in this issue in
;
brothers, and the team driven some time by Monte Vista 2.28%, and they are all sshould
full. There is no better circuit in the b)
be as near the difference in the
goi well.
vweight of the fore and hind feet as possi
East for a horseman to pass six weeks by A. R. Yates of Waterville, having going
been sold to H. L. Shepard of Rockport,
from August to the last of September. b(
ble.
8.
S H. Haskell, formerly of Auburn
Don’t fail to look over the purses and for
fo a gentleman in Portland, were ship. This cannot be ascertained in the liv
to the latter city last week, where they was
wai in Farmington last week, with ing
conditions.
to
some
other
gentlemen,
and
they
pur” subject, but weighing the feet of
* * * *
w
will be kept at Henry Taylor’s stable on 8011
dead horses, which I have prepared as
a pair of horses of Doctor How
cchased
\a
Green Mountain Maid has 528 descend- Oak
o: St.
ard, one from Herbert Morton, and one specimens for annotomical study. I
_____
ard
ants with records from 2.06 to 2.30.
7
11have found the average driving horse to
* * * ♦
James B. Drake of Bath has sold his ^from
ro A. Russell. _____
bbe nearly 3 ounces, so my rule has been
fast road mare to R. W. Soule of Augusq
Miss Russell has 523 descendants with fa
to a 10-ounce forward shoe to use a 7Orange
Girl 2.20, is the dam of Orange- t<
ta.
an
records from 2.06% to2.30.
ta She was driven from Bath to Au- jlander
2.22% and Arcturas 2.25. Orange oounce hind shoe, or for a 16-ounce forward
gusta,
35 miles in three hours and twen- Q|
r ’s oldest daughter is the dam of si
gi
shoe, I use a 13-otmce hind shoe. But if
Girl
ty-six minutes, making the last 15 miles Helen
j£ej K. 2.22% and her second is the tl
NO FOOT NOHORSE.------------------ ty
the horse should be one whose fore and
------------------------------------ininone hour, thus beating the record for dam of a fast Axtell filly owned in Lex- hhind feet showed more difference, than I
the same route.
ing
Mr. Editor:—I say by a turf journal th
ington, Ky. Orange Girl 2.20 is by hhave stated I should act upon my best
this item: “But for two quarter cracks
judgment in estimating the difference in
Hambletonian
10; dam by American ji
E. II. Pushor of Caribou has sold his ^ai
Pistachio, the brother to Nutwood, would
weight,
which can be quite accurately
Star.
w
black pacing gelding, Black Monarch, Sta:
have a record of 2.20 or better.” As a
---------------------------------------d
done
by
noting the comparative size of
to Grafton. Black Monarch is one of
breeder I would rather this would read:
the
DEXTER NOTES.
tl feet. I owned a stallion for seven
the best and speediest of horses ever
“Pistachio, brother to Nutwood, is sound
years whose fore and hind feet were just
-----------y<
raised in Caribou and Mr. Lyon is fortu
and smooth, good feet and legs, record
Dexter lias some fine horses. Others the
tl same size and when I bought this
nate in being able to own so valuable an
2.40. It is time we commenced to breed
horse he forged quite badly. I saw that
will be mentioned at a future time; just h
—Lewiston Journal,
to sound stallions. No foot no horse, animal.
aE
now
-------nov a few words about the excellent hhe was shod with a heavy forward shoe
thd old saying, is good today.
and a very light hind one. I had him
stock of Mr. H. G. Parshley. It is use- ai
The horsemen are governed too much stoc
Breeder.
a
|
with a common machine, made
less to record the breeding of Albrino, shod
al
already,
and when a small coterie of less
forward
shoe behind just the same size
well-known
head
of
the
house,
whose
ft
gentlemen
got
together
recently
in
New
the
Those of you who keep your horses at
and weight of his forward shoes, and it
lineage is familiar to all ai
York and constituted themselves to distinguished
disl
t{ie livery stables should insist upon the Y
proprietors using German Peat Moss for gf
corrected the fault at once. What I have
Maine horsemen. Among his fast ones c<
State Trotting Board, and assumed to Mai
your horses’ bedding. It has no super- themselves
..
ss thus far alludes to the shoeing oX
the right to control tracks are Iona S. 2.17%, trial 2.14; Fauntleroy said
ior. Write to C. B. Barrett,importer, Bos
2JJ3%,
trial
2.18;
Arthur
2.24%;
Al(Continued on Stja page.)
and
trotting
all
over
the
State,
they
23$
ton, for circular.
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duranoe, and seems to know nothing but eer permits, and a stranger to see him
NOTES FROM FARMINGTON AND ALTON, di
trot,
and trots under the name of Jessie ccoming down the road aheadj>f the boys
N.TL
tr

A RIDE AMONG SOME GOOD ONES.

P
P.
((and he is always in the lead) would take
Mr. Editor:—I have noticed your
F. R. Marston has a brood mare that 1him for a six-year-old, with the speed Biddeford correspondent has been very
Before leaving Rochester I called at
the livery stable of G. S. Elliot, who has has produced some very promising colts, oof a bullet. Leaving the old fellow quiet for a long time, so I thought I
the reputation of keeping the best class The
T. oldest he has by her is a five-year- qquietly eating his breakfast, I was would tell you what I saw and heard in
old gelding sired by Warden 2.29)4, he dnext shown the fast pacing mare Ruby one afternoon. With a friend I left Bid
of let horses in any stable in this section 01
of the country, and a close inspection of by
bl Belmont. This colt stands 15-2 hands, 1Mac 2.21)4. This mare was sired by deford just after dinner for a drive
Patchen Jr.; dam Lady Gold among the horsemen in this vicinity.
chestnut and is a good gaited one. Godfrey
C
his stock will convince any one that the color
cc
is a two-year-old bay filly, stand- ssmith, by Volunteer. She is in the best By the way Biddeford is somewhat noted
claim is well founded. They are all Next
N
good looking and stylish animals and ing
in 15-2 hands, sired by Beauvoir, he by oof condition and if no accident prevents for its political wrangles. From-observa
there is hardly one in the lot but what Mambrino Russell; also has a yearling vwill get a low mark the coming season. tion, I am satisfied there is more politics
was led out Mr. Fifield’s handsome to the square inch in Biddeford, than in
>
can show you close to a 2.40 clip on the full brother to above. Mr. Marston has Next
road, and a number that are faster. Mr. lately sold a four-year-old to Walter L. bbay stallion Alcol. He is a bay, black any other locality in the union. Dead
Chesley of Farmington that is a full ppoints, stands 16 hands and weighs 1100 men never do any political hustling
Elliott makes a specialty of dealing in Cl
to above colt, and he is a very 11lbs. He was sired by Glencoe Wilkes, however, and these political hustlers,
first class gentlemen’s drivers and brother
bi
handsome and speedy one.
hhe by Alcantara 2.23, by Geo. Wilkes, have no resemblence to dead men, and
matched pairs, and by square and honest b£
I next visited the stable of A. I. Nute aand his dam by a great grandson of when the excitement of their political
dealings has built up a large business.
and was shown one of the handsomest IEthan Allen. His second, third and champaigns are over, they are still hust
Before closing my Rochester notes I ar
stallions that I have seen f<fourth dams were also Morgan, his fourth lers. Consequently Biddeford is one of
must speak a word of praise for that ex- three-year-old
tb
for a long time. He was sired by The bbeing by Old Justin Morgan. He start the most lively places in the county, and
cellent hostelry, the City Hotel, C. F. fo
full brother to Gambetta Wilkes eed in 12 races last season and got a mark many of these live political hustlers own
Richardson, Proprietor. This hotel is King,
K
2.19X) by Geo. Wilkes. The dam of this of
o 2 38^, which is no limit of his speed. and are very much interested in good
situated on the main street in the busi- 2.
ness part of the city and but a short dis- colt
co was Maid of Honor by Almont Ledo, AMr. Fifield also has quite a number of horses. I will speak of them in the fu
he by Gen. Withers, son of Almont; well-bred
v
and promising colts, and a ture for I am now on my way to the
tance from the depot from which Mr. bt
Viola by Daniel Lambert. This s<seven-year-old gelding that is advertised country.
Richardson runs a free hack to and from grandam
g1
colt is a rich seal brown with the best of f<for sale in this paper. This is one of the
all trains. This house is furnished with co
After a ride of four miles on the river
all modern improvements such as elec- limbs, short back, a fine head, in fact he bbest bargains for a gent’s driver that can road we stopped at the farm of E. A. Gilis a perfect model of a horse, is good bbe found, as he has lots of speed, is uptrie lights, steam heat, etc.', the cuisine is
patrick. Lon as he is familiarly called,
and will no doubt prove individ- hheaded and stylish, and afraid of noth
is first class and everything possible is gaited
ga
was down on the river a few days ago
equal to his breeding.
iiing.
done to make the guests of the house ually
ua
with a four-year-old filly, and surprised
Frank J. Smith has a brood mare called
comfortable. Mr. Richardson is one of
Alonzo S. Brooks of Alton, has the every one by leading the boys down the
1
the most popular landlords in New Lady Goldsmith, that has produced some 8stallion
Great Hopes. He is a bay, stands stretch, so we were anxious to look the
Hampshire, and when any of our readers of the finest colts in this section, and has p16 hands and weighs 1100 lbs. He was filly over. She is a little chunk about 15
herself in the Great Brood Mare foaled
f<
in 1890, got by Beauvoir, he by hands high and weighs about 1000 lbs.
have occasion to visit Rochester, they enrolled
en
can find no better place to tie up than list. She was sired by Volunteer, and Mambrino Russell, sire of Wilkie Rus and looks anything but a trotter. Her
her dam by a son of Messenger Hunter; 8sell
< 2.15, Great Heart (p) 2.13>£, and 10 ,
the City Hotel. After leaving Rochester be
dam was a large Canada mare of un
my next stop was at Farmington where 2d
2d dam by Young Morrill. This mare is oothers in 2.30. His dam was Lady Col known breeding and no speed. She was
the
by Godfrey oony, she by Zack Allen, by Ethan Allen ,
are to be found many good ones.
th dam of Ruby Mac 2.21
sired by Pilot Wilkes by Ethan Wilkes.
2.25)4- Great Hopes is a fine animaljin- Pilot Wilkes is weH bred, and individ
My first call was at the stable of Fred Patchen Jr., and Ezra T. 2.30, by Wood- 2,
brino 2.25X« Mr. Smith also has a five- dividually,
d
and is also good gaited and ually a good horse, but has never been
M. Leighton. Here I was shown a chest- br
year-old
mare by a son of Viking 2.19J4» ft
fast. He has never had any training but ,able to trot better than 2.50, but good
nut gelding coming eight that without Y
e
out of Lady Goldsmith, and a four-year- h
has shown miles close to 2.40, and will judges say Lon’s filly can go down the
any fitting last season paced a full mile ou
in 2.30. He will be handled the coming old
°b gelding out of same mare by Wood- pprobably be traiued some this coming ,stretch in spots a 30 clip; pretty good for
brino,and a three-year old filly by Vollery s<
season.
Dirigo.
season, and Mr. Leighton feels confident br
a green one. We next stopped at the
can pace close to 2.20. Next comes a 2.21J£, son of Woodbrino, and a yearling
farm of Alva Hatch in Lyman. Mr.
seven-year old bay mare also a pacer, stud
sti colt by Glencoe Wilkes. She is now
Hatch has a yearling filly by Col. Pitt
Miracle at Newburg Village.
<
and very fast. These horses are both in
in foal to same horse. As will be seen
2.19^; dam by Dan Wilkes. This filly
by above, Mr. Smith has some very finely
good size and have not been beaten to by
__________
Iis a bay, medium size, up headed, trappy
snow this winter. Next comes a four- bred
br colts and any and all of them are for
Igaited, and acts like a trotter, she re
A
year-old, sired by Oakwood son of Red- sale.
sa.
A SEVERE CASE OF CHRONIC GASTRITIS, Isembles the sire more than the dam.
My next stop was at Alton, for one
wood; dam a Black Hawk. She is a
She pleased my friend very much and
LIVER COMPLAINT AND INFLAM.
finely modeled one and can show fast, ca:
cannot very well visit this section of the
he tried to buy her, but Mr. Hatch was
ATION OF BOWELS CURED.
country without making a call at the
Next comes a matched pair of blacks, a co
1not ready to sell. From there we went
home of the old veteran trotter Screw
gelding and mare, coming five and six, ho
Gentleman:—I have been afflicted to
i the stock farm of Horace Hanson also
driver 2.24)^. It was late in the evening w
that are beauties and as fine a road team dr:
with chronic gastritis, inflammation of in
j Lyman. Mr. Hanson formerly owned
when the train reached Alton, so I had th
the bowels and liver complaint for the ]Dan Wilkes and Cunarda 2.25>£. He
as can be found in this section.
wl
J. F. Cloutman, the shoe manufacturer to wait until morning before I could see pi
past three years. Last March it was so first
1
led out Pearl 2.23)4 by Regulus;
the object of my visit. Mr. J. H. Fifield, bad
bi that I was cog fined to the house <dam Cora F. 2.28 by Brown Harry, Pearl
has a fine pair of road horses, one a geld- th*
the owner of Screwdriver, is also pro- fr
ing nine years old sired by Mambrino th<
from that time to the middle of August 1has been kept aa a brood mare the past
Kirkman, he by Mambrino Dudley; dam prietor
pri
of the hotel, and sitting before ai
and was not expected to live. I was so esix years and was bred by Col. Pitt last
by Green’s Hambletonian, he by Ham- the
thi cozy fireplace in the office, the time si
sick that I could not eat any solid food October.
(
After we had discussed the
bletonian 10. This horse is a good sized pa
passed very pleasantly and rapidly, listen- fo
for three months without almost killing good
$
qualities of Pearl and her ancestors,
ing while mine hoBt Fifield related some m
bay and one of the best of roadsters, in^
me; even two or three teaspoonfuls of ]Mr. Hanson said he would show us some
The other is a six-year-old bay mare of the old-time victories of his favorite, si
skim milk distressed me terribly, and I <of her progeny, and he trotted out a twoMr. Fifield is one of the oldest and best w
shed by Contoocook, he by Mambrino Mi
was so nervous that the least excitement year-old
j
by Alcantara. This fellow is a
known horsemen in this section, and it is oi
Wilkes; dam by the Damon horse or kn
or noise, even to the shutting of a door, £great beauty a little mixed gaited when he
Pope Swigert Jr.; second dam by the a ggreat treat to listen while he relates w
would cause me to faint.
ffirst starts out, but squares away readily,
Quimby Horse, a grandson of old Ver- hie
his long experiences on the turf. He has
About July 1st, I was reduced to 99 jand will show a fast clip although hitch
owned and driven some very fast horses, p<
mont Black Hawk.
ow
pounds in weight and could not move ed
e out but a few times, barring accidents
and two years ago campaigned the fast w
Chas. A. Harmon has one of the fast- an<
without help. In this condition I was 1he will be another star in the crown of
pacing mare Ruby Mac 2.21)^, but should re
est and most promising trotters in town, pa<
recommended to try RodolPs Cream tthe great Alcantara. Next came his full
in his six-year-old bay mare. She was he be fortunate enough to own the two- E:
Emulsion by the family physician, Dr. 8sister two years older, she looks like the
sired by King Patchen, sire of Forest mi
minute trotter, it would not fill the place H
Hill, as we had tried nearly everything ccolt, is good gaited and some day will be
Patchen 2.19J^, and her dam by a son of in the old veteran’s heart that does his el
elsewithoat avail that he and several heard
I
from. Mr. Hanson thinks of breed
Goodwin’s Hambletonian. Mr. J. H. olc
old favorite, Screwdriver, and no wonder, ot
other physicians could suggest.
iing her to Col. Pitt.
Fifield took this mare early in the sea- for
for it was the old horse that has put him
After taking the Emulsion and Ro We next called on H. E. Bourne of
son, green, and started her in three wh
where he is today, in good circumstances, d<
dolPs Medical Discovery, which I also Kennebunk.
j
Ete was one of the best
races. In the first race she won second an<
and laid the foundation of all his succes. pi
procured, I began to gain in flesh and jlooking horses in York County, and can
money in 2.35. Her second race was at Sei
Screwdriver, now 20 years old, has start- st
strength very rapidly and nervousness show
g
most of them the back of his sleigh.
Sanford in May, where she won first ed in over 175 races, and has won for his di
disappeared. So rapid was my increase He
j
is a solid dark chestnut, 16 hands
owner thousands of dollars. His mark in weight that in one week I gained ten jhigh and weighs 1150 lbs. sired by Hem
money, time 2.38)4. ®er
race was ow
at Dover in June, where she won in is 12.24Ji high wheel sulky. He is as p<
pounds. This was about the middle of jlock 2.39 by Gen. Withers, dam by
straight heats, getting a record there of fat as a seal and as sound and smooth as A
August. I now weigh 148 pounds, which .
the day he was foaled. He was sired by is ten pounds more than I have weighed
2.32J4 in the last heat. The first quarter the
Tibbett’s Patchen, he by Patchen Boy, fo
in this heat was 35X seconds, the half Til
for the past four years. I have a good
in 1.13, mile 2.32J4*
She could easily by Godfrey’s Patchen; and his dam by aj
appetite, my food does not distress me
Mack, he by Wilson horse, by Young in the least, my nerves are as strong as
have made this mile in 2.28 or less, but Ma
was not forced as they did not want to Sh
Sherman Morgan, by Old Sherman Mor- tb
they ever were and I am able to do a
mark her low. Her owner refused $750 gai
gan. There is no doubt that oould g<
good day’8 work, and in fact I consider
be placed back in his prime m
for her after this race.
It was the in- Screwdriver
Sei
myself cured, and my friends all call it a
tention to start her at Old Orchard but and
an< have all the modern appliances that miracle
m
that I ever got up again. I can
she met with a mishap and went lame, are
are to be found on the tracks of today, cc
conscientiously recommend the RodolPs
so had to be drawn for the season. She sue
such as the bike sulky, etc., that he R<
Remedies to every one and will gladly
is now all right and will be started again wo
would have a mark close down in the ar
answer all inquiries in regard to my case
this coming season, and if no accidents tee
teens. Records cut no figure in his day; fo
for the benefit of suffering humanity.
prevent she will be d surprise party for in fact the object was to get what money
Yours very truly,
some of the boys. She is a beautifully yoi
you could and keep in your class. The
Fred H, Leonard.
finished mare built for strength and en- old
old fellow is jogged daily when the weathNewburg Village, Me., Dec. 1, 1894.

Turf,
Emery Fearnaught 2.33)^, second dam
by Tom Patchen. I was reminded of a
remark made by the veteran horseman
man
from New York, Mr. Bishop. He said
when he could buy a horse sired by Gen.
Gen.
Withers at a fair price he always bought
light
it, for as a rule they were the best
jt he
bought in Maine. I know if Bishop
shop
could see this horse he woul 1 want him,
lim,
but its no use, as Mr. Bourne will not
sell him. I am taking too much of your
valuable space for one trip. If the
sleighing holds on a little longer, I shall
jhall
take a ride among the good ones in BidBid
deford and Saco and will write you about
bout
them.
C. A. M. P.
NEW BRUNSWICK NOTES.

As per agreement I will drop you a few
few
ving
notes about our horses. We are having
a fine winter here, about 18 inches3 o
oft
snow at the most. Carleton and Victoria
counties are of the same descriptionn of
of
soil as the Aroostook Co., and quite aa
over
number of our boys have gone over
there to raise potatoes. As we begann to
lioli-
start out our horses the first of the holi
reep
days or Christmas who should sweep
down upon us, all cut and dried but aa
lot of the Aroostook boys with fun and
and
ing-
mischief in their eyes. After exchang
ing the compliments of the season, ;bigg
3tC.,
potatoes, low prices, good crops, etc.,
the boys iquared away and had a lively
T®ly
half day’s sport, go as you please on the
ice. Difference of opinion exists, and
will probably be settled next season.
B011,
Even farmers are beginning to scratch
their heads whether it is hayseedI in
*n
their hair, or they do not like to have
iave
the snow and dust thrown into their
heir
eyes.
Our village merchant drives a dark
lark
chestnut gelding, four years old, about
>out
15^ hands high, weighs close to 1000
pounds.
He is by Aurora by Daniel
niel
Lambert. Aurora is full brother to Ar^r'
istoB, sire of Winship; dam by Dread
0a<*“
naught. This fellow will trot when
hen
driven out. He also owns a full brother
ther
one year younger. G. Palmer a retired
farmer drives a fine, smooth-going mare,
are»
dark bay, four years old, 15J^ hands
lnds
high, smoothly turned, perfect in con
con_
formation and disposition, moves out
as
lt as
if she meant to get along well some day.
Sired by Hernando, by Almont.
Charles Burmingham surprises some
°me
of the boys with his white stockings
*n&8
gelding, six years old which is a very
very
fast little horse, and makes them go bet
ter than three minutes to beat him.
Henry Burmingham is the owner of Jim
Gray, bred by B. F. & F. H. Briggs, Au
^u‘
burn, by Messenger Wilkes, bay gelding,
15J4 hands high, weighs 1,000 lbs. He
is a plain but well put up horse gaand
e“*J
Bhows good breeding, is very intelligent
and level headed. He has a record1 o£
of
rlien
2.39 but is capable of marking, when
called upon, several seconds off the
the
mile.
..
Fred Boyer is the owner of the pretty
horse called Solorian, black gelding five
p!
years old, bred by E. M. Shaw, by El
ectric 2.26; dam Highland Maid, by EdEd
tliat
ward H. 2.32. It is said by some that
this fellow is too pretty to trot.
trie
H. P. Burmingham who owns Electric,
thinks he has as good a horse as anyr of
of
the boys, a black gelding eight years old
old,
ion’
bred by E. M. Shaw, by Concentration,
ohn
by Constellation; dam by a son of John
rec-
O’Gaunt, a thoroughbred. He got a rec
ord of 2.36 at Houlton last season. lie
He
id it
is 15-2 hands high, weighs 1000 lbs and
it
rom
is a great horse that takes the road from
him and stays.
He is handsome and
ce aa
kind. He and Solorian would make
fine hitch-up and a valuable team.
orse
E. M. Shaw is wintering a dozen horse
iark
kind. Administrate six years old, dark
mds
bay stallion, black points, 15-3 hands
itor;
high, weighs 1200 lbs., by Administrator;
jg
dam by All Right. He can trot k
his
quarters in 40 seconds, is high headed
ided
and kind. He can also draw a
load
Loa4

farm and home.

and knows how to pull any time when
en
called upon without any foolishness
iss
about him. Highland Maid brood mare
re
ten years old, dark brown, 15 hands
ds
high, weighs 900 lbs., by Edward H. 2.32,
12,
by Concentration; dam by Dreadnaught
ht
by Fearnaught; dam by John Bright;
it;
3d dam by George M. Patchen Jr. Highhland Maid can show a 2.40 clip and can
an
rosd 12 miles an hour. Airnut brown
vn
gelding three years old past, stands 15-3
>-3
hands high, weighs 1000 lbs., by Aurora,
ra,
by Daniel Lambert. He acts very much
ch
like one that would get along some. He
de
is inclined to pace.
Only broken to
3t,
gentle him; has lots of mettle. Ingot,
ut
black gelding two years old, small but
handsome, by Solorian; dam Lorania by
Concentration. Bay filly foaled 1893, by
d;
King Coffee, by Preceptor, by Nutwood;
ed
dam Highland Maid. Bay filly foaled
ad
1894, by Administrate; dam Highiand
dMaid. Black gelding foaled 1893 by Administrate; dam by Concentration. He,
in>
Concentration, was bred by the late Gen.
m
Wm. S. Tilton of Togus, Me. His dam
11_
was ®dith Mambrino by Henry Mamlir
brinoby Mambrino Chief No. 11. A pair
draft horses, black and brown, weigh)r_
ing 1300 lbs. each, half and quarter Per)n
cheron, both in foal to a Percheron
Q|.
weighing 1900 lbs. Referee, an elegant
0£
trappy horse with two or three others of
draft stock that I will not mention.
E. M. s.
____________________

PITTSFIELD NOTES.

________
Col. W. S. Morrill of Pittsfield, who
io
has in years past done glorious service
se
af
in the promotion of the turf interests of
the state, has quite extensive plans mappre
ped out for the coming season, so we
hear. He will arrange a June meeting
ig
id
for the 14th and 15th at Pittsfield and
^Ugt 14, jg,
and
he wni manage at
at
the same place such an event as has perrle
haps never been equalled on a half-mile
track in Maine. The latter will include
le
five stake races with purses of $1000 each
•h
s.
an(j other classes with good purses.
Probably others will be arranged.
Harbinger, last season’s successful sire
re
ie
of speed, whose stock notice for the
coming season appears in this issue of
the Turf, Farm and Home, already has
as
da good number of mares booked including 10 from New York state; 6 from
m
s;
Waldo county; 5 from Massachusetts;
and 5 from Penobscot county.
:sMessrs. J. F. Conner & Son, of Pittsrs
field, who usually have a few nice drivers
Id
ready for the market, have recently sold
ts
at nice prices a pair of Harbinger colts
to a gentleman in Newton, Mass., and a
fine fast pair (Cozette, by Harbinger andj
Otis M. by Dick Lightheart, dam by
5y
Withers) to a gentleman in Lockhaven,
n,
Penn.
A VALUABLE MEDIUM, SURE.

..
-----------er
Mn* Editor’—The value of your paper
38 an ftdvortising medium is fully estab
b"
lished in the case of Mr. Elmer Kezer of
Passumpsic, Vt., whose year old colt was
as
described by me in an article not long
ago, which attracted the attention of
several men who were desirous of purlr"
clia8ing 8uc11 an one, and the result is,
* 8>
Mr. Kezer has received several letterr
conceriQing th0 colt, and could have soldq
dq
Quick for his price, had he not spoilt
ilt
klm f°r a stock horse, as he had him casistrated a short time before my article apPPeare<^» which fact I was not aware of.
>f.
80 doing (contrary to the general
al
ru^e)» made a great mistake, as this colt
>lt
ve
was one among a few that should have
been kept entire; and a great many are
re
kept that should be castrated.
ut
^r’ Kezer will sell him as he is, but
cannot sell anyone a stallion. He certaW will make a nice gelding. If any
iy
of the parties who wrote Mr. Kezer, or
ig
anyone else» are desirous of purchasing
a ^organ stallion of any age or size, Jf
they will write me a description of what
they want, perhaps I can fill the bill.
. dr. G. W. Ward,

<St.

Vk

___ ______
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DOVER, N. H. NOTES,

------------ .
Our sleighing is all gone by and the
fast horses will have a let up until good
traveling. We have quite a number of
speedy ones added to the few about here,
R. J. Russell has purchased a very pretty
little roan mare from Lynn parties. She
is seven years old, sound as a dollar and
has been quarters in 35 seconds. She
was sired by Will Clay a son of Red
Wilkes, who was brought from Kentucky
by C. H. Nelson but died after leaving
but two colts. Mr. Russell will probably
breed her to some first class horse this
spring.
Dr. II. B. Parker has purchased of
Jonathan Rankin of West Lebanon, a
fast five year-old gray mare by Wentwood
2.35)^ dam Maud Muller 2.29^. This is
a very speedy mare and can come
down the road at a great rate. Mr.
Parker also owns her sire Wentwood and
will drive them together. It looks as
though he will have the banner team in
this section.
Frank Cunningham has a new one the
identity of which keeps the boys guessing. It is a chestnut pacing mare, very
racy built and looks like a flyer, whether
she is or not will be seen later when
some of the owners of speed give her a
trial. Frank Plummer has a fresh one
coming four years old that has been a
half in 1.15 to the ice this winter.
Hiram F. Snow has quite a stable of
colts this winter. Hiram Beauvoir is a
chestnut gelding four years old by Beauvoir; dam by Coleman’s Star. He is a
big rangy fellow, a good driver and can
go a 50 clip. Ethel is a chestnut filly
four years old, a very pretty clean headed one and as good gaited as the best of
them. She can beat 2.40 easy this year,
She is well bred enough for a brood mare
being by Beauvoir; dam by Davis’s Honest Allen; 2d dam by a son of Ashland,
The next in order is a bay gelding
three years old just broken this winter,
He is inclined to pace and will be when
balanced properly a fast colt. He is a full
brother to Ethel. A two-year-old black
filly and a bay yearling colt own brother
and sister to the two previously mentioned, are unbroken but show very pure
trotting action in the lot. The above
four are own brothers and sisters to
Millie Beauvoir who obtained a yearling
half mile record of 1.30 after only five
weeks handling. C. W. Davis owned
Millie and drove her to her record. After
her race Mr. Davis refused $2000 for her.
She obtained a three-year-old record of
2.40^. This very fast filly broke her
leg this winter and had to be destroyed.
It was a great loss as she could show a
2.12 clip.
The directors of the Strafford County
Agricultural Association will hold a
Grand Fair and trotting meeting in Sept.
H. H. Burley.
WHAT MORE COULD HE HAVE SAID?
________

A firm of well-known Maine advertisers while looking round recently to see
where they could best place some advertising, wrote to Mr. E. C. Ileselton, the
well-known proprietor of the Ileselton
House, Skowhegan, and asked his judgment on the value of a number of papers.
This is in part the reply:
Respected Gentlemen:—I have done
some advertising in the Turf, Farm and
Home, published at Waterville, and conaider it a first-class advertising medium.
Most respectfully yours,
E. C. Heselton,
Proprietor Heselton House,
Skowhegan, Me.
—----------------You’ve No Idea

How nicely Hood’s Srrsaparilla hits the
needs of the people who feel all tired
out or run down from any cause. It
seems to oil up the whole mechanism of
the body so that all moves smoothly and
work becomes delight. If you are weak,
tired and nervous, Hood’s Sarsapsrilla
is just what you need. Try it.
Hood’s Pills cure liver ills, constipa
tion, billiousness, jaundice, sick head-

Dr.W.S NORCROSS
THE CELEBRATED

SPECIALIST
Treats all Nervous, Chronic or Special Dis
eases, Men and Women. Consultation free

and confidential.

Our success is based upon facts.
FirstPractical experience. Second—Every case is
especially studied, thus starting right. Third—
Medicines are prepared in our laboratory exact
ly to suit each case, thus effecting cures without
injury.
Dr. Norcross has had 25 years’ experience as
a specialist and is able to tell you the causes and
condition of your complaint and prescribe proper
remedies to effect a cure. If your case is cura
ble he will tell you so; if not, he will tell you, for
he will not undertake a case unless confident of
effecting a cure.
The Effects of Early a Vice

are among the ills and weaknesses for which we
guarantee a certain andipositive cure.
Private Blood and Skin Diseases

are speedily, completely and permanently cured.
Nervous Debility and Sexual Disorders

yield readily to skillful treatment.
Hydrocele, Varicose Veins, Varicocle, Stric
ture, Piles and Humor.

permanently and successfully cured in every
case.
Spermatorrhoea, Seminal Weakness, Dost
Manhood,

weakness or impotency, decayed facultu s. .emale
weakne ss and all delicate diseases petuaar to
either sex, positively cured,
DISEASES OF WOMEN.

All those suffering from nervous disorder
weaknesses, or any disease peculiar to the se
will find here a speedy and sure relief.

Dr. Norcross has bought and fitted up, with
care and great expense, a Sanitarium containing
30 rooms at Poland, Me., one-fourth mile from
railroad station, where he-will receive patients
on very liberal terms, and give them the comforts
of home and special medical attention.
Persons suffering from Tumor or Cancer will
do well to consult the doctor or visit this home.
Hundreds of cases positively cured with medi
cine, without knife, caustic or loss of blood.
This Sanitarium is abundantly supplied with the
purest and best mineral water in the United
States.
Dr. Norcross will be at his office, 169 Lisbon
street, each day, except Sunday, from 12 to 5
o’clo. k p. m. The balance of time at Sanitarium,
Poland, Me. Call on or address

W. S. NORCROSS, M. D.
169 Lisbon Street, - - - Lewiston, Maine.

FURBISH’S ■ WORM - POWDERS
FOR HORSES AND COLTS.
Warranted to cure the worst case of worms
known, or money refunded. All horsemen speak
highly of its merits. They build up the animal
and keep him in condition. Price $1.00 a pack
age. One hundred dollars given for any case of
worms it will not cure. Address

G, 8» FURBISH,
590 Chestnut Street, -

Manufacturer,
. Lynn, Mate,

TURF, FARM AND HOME.
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RULES FOR SHOEING.

Esonable

(Continued from 4th Page.)

i
upon
the wide or upper peice
,
and
the bottom piece welded to

’

the normal foot, in a sound and healthy
condition, and now I am going to tell
you the way to help keep the footu
healthy.
In the first place a horse should never
be shod with a whole shoe, which is}
nailed on thoroughly back to the quarters and holds the foot firmly against
spreading any in front of the rear nails.
All I have said about keeping the foott
level is true, and shoeing it with a level
shoe and if the shoer cannot make a joint.
at the toe,’ let him nail the shoe in allJ
nice and level, and then take his hack
saw and saw the shoe clear in two at the
centre of the toe, and then as the horse}
treads upon the frog compressing it in at

downward direction it expands in a lateral direction, thus expanding the quar
ters one quarter inch to five sixth accord
ing to the size and weight of the horse.
When a whole shoe is nailed on to the
foot, this natural expansion is in a greatt
measure prevented and the foot soon be
comes dry and the frog hard, and a little
on the quarters are seen to be contract
ing and a spring is placed in under the0
shoe to force the quarters out. Now
when the laws of nature have been so
far reversed, that a man can seize holdI
of his boot straps and lift himself overr
the fence, or can lay hold of the seat off
his own pants, and throw himself over,
then he can brace or rivet the front por
tion of the foot together, holding it firm
ly against expansion, and put a spring
or screw device, into the heels and forcee
them outward and have the result of the
two opposite forces combine to expand
the foot in a natural manner. The twoo
heel nails at least are keeping the foott
from expanding because their power to
hold is felt back of the point of the frog,
and as the natural expansion of the
quarters depend upon the action of the
frog in the manner stated, it is very im
portant that the shoe be of such con
formation as to admit of the frog receiv
ing a sufficient amount of bearing as to
cause its compression to be forcible
enough to cause the lateral expansion,
and by this means the foot of a horse of
from $850 to $950 expands about five
sixteenths of an inch, and in the heavier
breeds I should judge a little more than&
that much. The subjects on which I
experimented would weigh about the&
amount stated. The experiment cvn be
made by' welding a peice of band iron
e
inches wide on to the heel of a horse
letting it extend across the frog like a
bar, and cut the free end off just inside
the opposite heel. Now weld a similarr
piece of iron 1-inch wide so that it will.1
lay exactly on top of the piece welded1
on to the opposite side. Now cut thiss
bottom piece off two inches long, nail1
the shoe on so as to give the frog a rea-

or natural amount of bearing
of iron
the opposite heel of the shoe. Lapping over
( to it, serves as an indicator only.
on
.
Now
take a hack saw and saw the shoe
t
in
two
at the toe and as the horse travels
J
the wear of the under or bottom piece of
iron,
against the peice serving as a bar,
1
(with the exception that it is only weld
ed to one heel of the shoe) will indicate
the exact expansion of the foot (if the
proper bearing is maintained upon the
frog,) and from one quarter to five sixteenths of an inch is what I have ascer
-tained
I
to be the average in the light harness
horse, and as the effects of the ex
1
pansion is experienced in the foot, as
]far forward as the point of the frog it
should
not be nailed back of that point,
!
if a stiff shoe is used, but I prefer the
joint
at the toe for all kinds of shoes,
■
and then nature is not opposed.
Let me here advise any one, who has a
horse, whose feet are beginning to con
tract to have the foot made level first,
then have a shoe made with a joint at;
the toe and allow the frog to bear on the
ground, and let me know in a few
months if you think it will be necessary
to use a spring or any other mechanical
device for expanding your horses feet'
neither will you require any packing to(
keep the frog soft.
Dr. G. W. Ward.
St. Johnsbury Vt.

A WONDERFUL FAMILY.
DR. SWEET AND AARON BURR.

Vice-President of the United States Under
Thomas Jefferson. Cure of
Theodosia Burr.

It was not the privilege of Dr. Sweet to savf
from fatal poisoning by calomel, administered
as alleged by his old fogy physicians, the im
mortal Washington, but it was his good fortune
to rescue Vice-President Aaron Burr’s daughter
Theodosia from possible death after all hope ol
recovery had been abandoned by the eminent sur
geons in attendance. Thrown from her horse
while leading helter-skelter the bravest in the
chase, the lovely and intrepid girl received a ser
ious dislocation of the hip. The mad gavety of the
throng was turned into mourning. Homeward
and tenderly they bore her. It was a sad home
coming for the brilliant yet audacious Vice-Pres
ident of the United States when the bereavec
and heart-broken father, returning from the
capital, beheld his dearly beloved daughter lying
helpless upon a bed of pain. Surgeons, hard by
tearfully admitted their inability to reduce the
dislocation. The fame of the great Rhode Islam
natural bonesetter had filled all the adjacent
country. Why not send for Sweet? some by
stander exclaimed. Ridicule and contempt man
tled the faces of the medical wise men. It fc
ridiculous, quoth one. It is scandalous, exclaim
ed another. Thus they murmured among them
selves. Saddle the fleetest horse in my stable
resounds from the rear porch in the well-knowi
voice of Aaron Burr. Out into the night sped i
horseman mounted on a foam flecked steed ovei
the hills to Rhode Island, the home of the famous
bonesetter. In due time the doctor arrived
when he found a notable concourse of distin
guished gentlemen assembled. They proved tc
be the surgeons above alluded to, who eeeme<
anxious to witnesc the discomfiture of the Rhod<
Island doctor. Perceiving their purpose, Dr
Sweet, much to their chagrin, requested to bf
left alone for a moment with the patient. Tha
moment was enough. The hip was instantlyre
duced, when hejDOlitely invited the youDg lady t<
TROTTING AT FAIRFIED.
arise and walk. Taking her by the hand, Dr
Sweet led Miss Burr to tne middle of the apart
ment, when he threw open the door of the roon
There was a large gathering on the ice1 through which the surgeons had emerged, ex
in the blandest tones: “Gentlemen
Fairfield Sat. P. M. March 16th to wit- claiming
patient.”

at
ness a race between Felker’s green trotter from Clinton and Jewell’s fast pacer
from Shawmut. Much interest was man
ifest as the pacer has claimed to havei
beaten everything he has tackled for the
past two winters, while Felker’s horse
being a fast green one not many thought;
he bad any business with the pacer, but
much to the surprise and sorrow of the1
friends of the Shawmut horse, the Clin-.
ton flyer proved to have too much speed
and handily beat him from start to finish
consequently “knocking him out in two>
rounds.” One thing I wish to mention
in regard to the level headed, steady
trotter of Felker’s, about one half way
down the second heat, he began to hit;
his heels against the sleigh making kind
ling of the fender, keeping it up to the>
finish, but without faltering or breaking■
he finished well in the lead. We learned
afterward the cause, he had thrown one(
hind shoe which caused him to slip and
hit the sleigh at every stride.
_________________
Rodolf’s Specifics Cure Colds, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, La Grippe, and
prevent Pneumonia. For sale by all
druggists at 25 cents or by mail. Rodolf!
Medicine Co., Belfast, Me.

DR. O. PRESTON SWEET.

To recount all of the strange adventures, medi
cal exploits, and thrilling operations which hav<
fallen to the lot of the goodly number of natura
boneBetters and physicians, composing the fa
mous Sweet family of Rhode Island, would fil
many volumes. Space permits notice of only f
few.
The achievements in bonesetting and reductioi
of fractures-by individual members of this Strang
ly gifted family would fill a book of no small di
mension8. Each member is naturally proud o:
his well earned fame, and unwilling that th<
public should conjecture that it is boirowec
from others of the same name.
While Dr. O. Preston Sweet is unsparing of ex
pense in furnishing the invalid public with th<
latest and most scientific methods of medica
treatment in New England, nevertheless he freelj
admits that many of the same name are doing s
commensurate amount of good according to theli
facilities in the relief of suffering humanity. Ii
order to set at rest the question of borrowed
fame and allow each man to stand or fall undei
his own work, Dr. Preston Sweet desires the pub
lie to bear in mind that he has no relative what
ever in the practice of medicine or surgery ii
this State. Dr. Sweet is a born physician. Then
have been born painters, musician, sculptors
orators and physicians! As Mozart, at the age
of nine, thrilled his auditors with htavenly har
monies from the organ, as Joshua Reynolds, al
the age of seven, plucked the hairs from the tai
of the family cat wherewith to fashion his penci
with which he drew such designs that called at
tention to his wonderful precocity, so in like
manner did O. Preston Sweet, at tne ags of ten
attend, by urgent solicitation of his preceptor
an important autopsy held on a case of Pulmona
ry Consumption.
Even before this time tin
wonderful healing power the boy had in hi:
hands had gone out and about that country
While other members of the family seemed giftec
with the native faculty of setting bones only
nature seemed to have favored young Prestoi
with the rar# r gift of healing disease. His won
derful cures from youth to the present time at
test that fact. The following is only one of hun
dreds performed by the lad before he had at
tained his twelfth year.
Living in humble poverty some two miles from
the home of the Sweets dwelt a lone widow whe
was sorely afflicted with a monstrous tumor on
her neck, which had defied the skill of the local
physicians, not excepting even young Sweet’s
ponderous preceptor. To outvie the good old
doctor and the shining medical lights of the
neighborhood was the day dream of young Sweet
To trie humble estate of the elder Sweet was a
tract of land which had been burned over. Here
was the abode of raie herbs, of roots, and from
its charred bosom blossomed tne sweetest flow
ers. Into this Linnaean realm young Sweet
.
plunged
with youthful ambition, wresting from
By Jay Bird 2.31%, he by George Wilkes 2.22 and sire of Allerton 2.09%, Early
virgin soil her choicest herbs; when
Bird 2.12%, Jayhawker 2.14%, Merry Bird 2.16%, Betsey Cotton, 2.16%, Isa Belle earth's
quickly submitting them to a searching alemb’c,
2.17%, Minnie G. 2.19%, Sister Ethel 2.19%, Canary Bird 2.19% and 32 others the family kettle, forthwith a subtle essBence
from 2 20 to 2.30. Dam Widow’s Mite (dam of Blue Dawn 2.21%) by Waveland was obtained which was joyfully conveyed to
the thankful widow, a distance of two miles, by
Chief (sire of Joan 2.30, Olaf 2.22, Syenite2.29% Waveland 2.26% and Wildey 2.29) the
bare-footed physician, receiving in return
by Ericsson 2.30% son of Mambrino Chief; second dam, Tansey (dam of Butterfly only thanks—but such thanks! With a rosycheeked
apple as his reward, a merry, whistling,
2.19%, Eagle Bird 2.21 an 1 Billy Sayre, sire of Galileo Rex (p) 2.12%) by George boy homeward
trudged his way, a great big
Wilkes. Third dam, Dame Tansey, (dam of Prima Donna (p) 2.09 %. Busbey 2.29%, something tugging
at his heart, as he recalled
and grandam of Castalia 2.29%,) by Daniel Lambert (sire of the dams of Pamlico to mind the widow’s grateful tears. Contem
plate
the
spectacle
of
a lad of twelve standing
2.10, Dandy Jim 2.10%; Baronet 2.11% and 54 other trotters with records in 2.30 beside a matron of forty
and spiriting away a
or better, and six pacers with records of 2.25 or better. Fourth dam the fast run mammouth tumor by his magic
touch. The joy
ning mare which Dan Mace drove as a running mate with Ethan Allen in 2.15 and and boyish pride of young Sweet in having van
quished
the
tumor,*
despite
the
local doctors,
she the dam of Bay Star, sire of Amy Lee 2.14, Roxie Lee 2.26% and St. Lambert may be surmised, He had the good
sense to
2.29%.
keep his victory for years from his old precep
No stallion in the stud is the superior of Parker Gun, when individuality and tor’s knowledge, having «toutly denied to him
the authenticity of public rumor. Dr. Sweet is
wealth of producing blood in both sires and dams, is taken into consideration, and essentially
one of Nature’s physicians, therefore
his produce are as good as would be expected from such breeding.
he employs nature’s healing medicaments. First
To meet the depression in prices in stallion fees PARKER GUN will make in order is Nature’s gifts to those she selects to
act as her physicians. This vital power by rea
the season of 1895 at the BATES FARM, Watertown, Mass ,
son of not being fully understood is called Ani
mal Magnetism, then follows the judicious em
AT$50THE SEASON
ployment of Nature’s herbs, plants, barks, flow
with usual return privilege. Mares kept in stable at $2.50 per week; at pasture ers and gums employed in their natural state.
These are the inestimable healing agents Dr.
$2.00. For further information address
Sweet the Natural Physician and Surgeon brings
W. Skinner Watertown, Mass., or George W. Leavitt, Quincy House, Boston.
to the rescue of suffering humanity.

One of the Best Bred and Fastest Wilkes Stallions Living Is

PARKER GUN
18158

AMUSING ANECDOTES

Current among the People relative to some
few of the famous Medical Exploits of
the Strangely Gifted Natural Physi
cians and Surgeons, the Bonesetter
Sweet Family, of Rhode Island.

It is not remarkable to find much that is legen
dary associated with the family history of those
who for more than two centuries, have inhabited
this land, and whose prominence has been as
conspicuous as that of the wonderfully gifted
natural Bonesetters Sweet, of Rhode Island. It
is related that Dr. James Sweet, landing on the
Rhode Island coast in 1836, among the Narragansett Indians, was called upon by King Philip, the
powerful chief of that tribe, to reduce a fractured
limb for his favorite daughter. Being success
fully accomplished, a lasting friendship resulted
therefrom between the doctor and nis dusky
brother, which was rewarded by the revelation
to his benefactor of many valuable secrets in In
dian herbal medicine, which have been preserved
as heirlooms in the Sweet family to this day.
Cardiff, Wales, was the home of the 8weets,
where for more than a century prior to emi
grating hither, they obtained great celebrity as
natural bonesetters and doctors.
Tradition maintains that between Dr. Sweet
and the dusky maiden whom he gallantly rescued
from a life of misery, the tender passion attained
full fruitation, culminating in that magnificent
yet savage pageantry of marriage so religiously
observed by the chieftains of the kings of the
forest. From this union has descended a long
line of eminent natural physicians, t mesetters
and famous surgeons, who, strangely endowed
with “the healing power,” have startled the
world of science with their almost superhuman
gifts. Diseases pronounced absolutely incurable
by ordinary methods, when falling under the
marvellous power of these great natural healers,
disappear as if by magic. In proof of thia, the
universal voice of the people of the country is
outspoken and free.
How Dr. Sweet Taught a Medical Fledgling
who Doubted His Skill a Lesson in
Politeness and Bonesetting.

Another amusing story is told of how a young
sprig of a medical student was let down a notch
or two by Dr. Sweet, who meeting the young
coxcomb and party on one of his professional
visits and thinking to make the doctor the butt
of ridicule accosted the latter with much show
of agony, crying that his shoulder had been dis
located. Dr. Sweet, upon examination, immedi
ately discovered the imposture, when, with a
quick movement of the arm, he threw the shoul
der out of place and proceeded on his way.
The young sprig, with loud lamentation, bebesought the bonesetter to return and replace
the limb, which, after administering to the fel
low much wholesome advice, was accomplished,
giving him a lesson he did not soon forget.
On another occasion Dr. Sweet’s wonderful skill
was called into use by a poor fellow, a hard work
ing man, who had met with the misfortune to
dislocate the ankle. Doctors by the score at hos
pital and in private had pulled and wrenched at
the rebellious member without avail until life
had become well nigh a burden.
“When all else fails invalids go to the Sweets,”
some one exclaimed, and straightway the unfor
tunate was conveyed to the famous surgeon.
Once in his presence an examination followed,
when to the astonishment of the invalid Dr.
Sweet kindly invited him to walk across the
apartment. “It is impossible, doctor,” exclaimed
the man. “Do as I bid you,” sharply retorted
the surgeon. The patient stood uponhis feet and
straightway, and from that time walked without
a particle of difficulty. His ankle had been re
duced and he did not know it.
The Girls Set Bones as Nimbly as any Mem
ber of the World Famous Family.

Numerous and varied are the anecdotes told
concerning the medical exploits and wonderful
achievements common to to the girlhood and
boyhood of members of the celebrated Sweet
family. Clinical surgery, as practiced m our
most famous universities, was beyond the means
and inclination of this generous brood of embryotic surgeons. Practical experiment il tuition
on the living subject or cadaver, was beyond
their dreams, but, undaunted, behold they sub
stitute the family cat while the chicken coop
pays tribute to their insatiable ambition. Frogs
from the neighboring mill pond croakingly sur
render their fragile anatomies to the tender med
ical investigation of their structure by these
whilom anatomists, while the old siieckled roos
ter cackles with added dignity liis disapprobation
at being made the victim of medical research.
A stranger, attended by a friend, arrives at the
Sweet cottage. “Is Dr. Stephen Rweet at home?”
“No,” the daughter replies. “Well, here is a
man with a dislocated knee, and we have come
twenty miles to have it set. When will the doc
tor return?” “He will be absent three days,”
was the rejoinder. “Too bad that we must re
turn unaided.” “That you shall not,” exclaim
ed the girl. “Bring him in. I will set his knee
myself,” and in less than half an hour they were
on their way home, thankful to the young girl
for the exercise of her wonderful gifts in his be
half.
*
The Dr. Sweet subject of above sketch is not a
myth or imaginary personage but on the contrary
an alive personality handling the largest medical
practice in the cure of lameness and obscure
chronic diseases in New England if not in Amer
ica, at 52 Union Park, Boston. Send for free
Medical Magazine at once.

Dr. Sweet, the eminent Natural Phy
sician and Bone Surgeon may be found
at 52 Union Park, Boston. All chronic
diseases treated by the ‘Sweet Method.”
Send stamp for 66 page Medical Maga
zine explaining everything.
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MAINE ROADS TO BE IMPROVED.
TO BOOM GOOD ROADS.
A Highway Commiggioner to Have the Mat
ter in Charge.

Bills

Introduced In Thirty Legislatures.
Wheelmen Hard at Work.

At tho good roads bureau of tho agri
We have from time to time referred to cultural department the cheering infor
the efforts being made by the State Board mation is given that tho prospects are
of Trade and the Maine Division of the good for a lively agitation this year of
League of American Wheelman to secure tho road improvement question in every
a highway commissioner to direct the part of the country. Tho bureau already
education of the people in the matter of has a list of ab^vT 30 legislatures in
the construction of good roads. Other which bill* for inis purpose have been
states have such commissions, and they or will bo introduced, the trond of in
tention in most cases being in the diare entirely satisfactory. A good road
in course of time pays for itself over and
over again in the saving of time, and
wear and tear on horses and vehicles.
So the friends of this measure argue that
it is in the interest of true economy. It
entails only a small actual outlay on the
part of the state, and it is hoped that, if
it becomes a law, it may result in the in
troduction of better methods of road
building. The bill has been amended by
the judiciary committee to provide for
one commissioner instead of three. As
amended, the bill, which was unanimous
ly reported, provides:
Section 1—The Governors with the ad
vice and consent of the Council, within
thirty days after approval of this act,
shall appoint a suitable person, as com 1 rection of the appointment of state commissioner of highways; who shall hold missions and conferring on tho counties
his office for the term of two years, and the power to issue bonds and levy a
until his successor is appointed and ’ money tax in place of the primitive sysqualified, and he shall receive an an tom of allowing farmers to “work out”
their road tax when and how they
nual salary of $1500, and in addition pleased.
thereto the actual amount paid out for
Many of tho bills introduced also
his traveling expenses within this- state, ! contain provisions either compulsory or
and such other expenses not exceeding suggestive in regard to tho use of wag$500 annually, as may be incurred in the ons with broad tires, but as it is thought
executing of the duties of his office as ; that a compulsory law. would be offonhere after provided, the same to be ap sivo to many farmers thoso who have
I made a study of this phase of the matproved by the Governor and Council.
| ter favor a certain discount of the tax
Section 2.— Said commissioners of high I for every person who puts into use tho
ways shall be provided with an office at broad tire.
the State Capitol. It shall be the duty
Tho Leaguo of American Wheelmen
of said commissioner to compile statis is doing good work everywhere by its
tics relating to the public ways in the persistent booming of the cause. Nearcities and towns of the state, and to ly every town throughout the country
an enthusiastic band of wheelmen,
make such investigation relating thereto has
who are doing all in their power, and
as he shall deem expedient, in order to I that is considerable, to advance tho good
secure better and more improved high roads movement, and altogether the
ways in the state. It shall be his duty, prospects are bright for improved counby means of maps, charts, cuts, draw try highways.
ings, prints, publications printed or | MAINTAINING PUBLIC HIGHWAYS.
written articles, lectures or otherwise, to
Hands and Stop “Workdisseminate knowledge throughout the Employ Permanent
ing Out the Taxes.”
state concerning the best known methods
Experience in many districts has
for the building and maintaining of proved tho practicability and economy
highways, including bridges and side of making a fow miles at least of good
walks, in the cities and towns of the permanent roadway each year. The
state, and particularly to impart Jan ch saving effected by increased efficiency
information, in manner as aforesaid to and by reduced expenses for repairs has
the county commissioners of countries, demonstrated that it is certainly econothe street commissioners of cities the se my to make and keep up good roads,
lectmen of towns, and other municipal and a prevailing and well directed local popular sentiment in favor of such
officers whose duties it may be to have public enterprises will generally suffice
the care and management of the expand- to secure them. The enormous state apiture of money and the building and propriation to schools has naturally erekeeping in repair of the highways in the ated some demand for state aid to road
state. Said commissioner shall hold improvements.
But, as I pointed out in my disapeach year, under the auspices of the
county commissioners, a meeting in each proval of the so called “road law” of
1891 and in my biennial executive mescounty for the open discussion of ques sage
of 1893, the difficulties in tho way
tions relating to the building and main of such a proposition are not only the
taining of public ways, of which due no wide differences of opinion as to a fair
tice shall be given throughout the coun basis of apportioning state aid, but the
vast sums of money required for the
ty by the said county commissioners.
Other sections provide that the com Btate to make any considerable beginmissioner shall make annual reports, and ning at constructing roads in all the
that town and county officers shall fur districts of the commonwealth. By providing that the counties and not townnish to him desired informrtion.
ships shall bear tho original cost of new
roads the law alreqkly recognizes that
How’s This?
publio highways are^i concern reaching
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward beyond township, borough or town linos,
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
and certain classes of bridges, too, aro
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O. of such general ubo and necessity that
We, the undersigned have known F. J. their construction is undertaken by
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe counties. So some publio ways, travershim perfectly honorable in all business ing the direct route between principal
transactions and financially able to points or populous centers, aro of very
carry out any obligations made by their general interest and might bo required
firm.
to bo of extra width and to be maintainWest & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, ed with spocial care.
Toledo, O.
Some legal provision might bo made
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Whole
to put these into control of tho counties
sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, upon recommendation of tho grand jury,
acting directly upon the blood and mu approved by the courts, and certain
cous surfaces of the system. Testi license taxes now paid to the state
monials sent free. Price 75 c. per bottle. might be diverted to the counties to
Sold by all druggists.
pjoyide sjjeoially
the_lncreased cost

of improving and maintaining such
highways. Well grounded complaint
against the existing laws which permit
taxpayors to “work out” their road
taxes is steadily increasing. In these
days of organization and subdivision of
labor this relic of primitive usages
might bo profitably abandoned. The
time for poriodical or spasmodic road
mending has passed. Tho supervisor,
with a few permanentdiands and im
proved machinery, can bo “on tho road”
to public advantage at all times, giving
his attention wherever and whenever it
is neoded. The ordinary practical busi
ness system of maintaining any other
valuablo property subject to expensive
“wear and toar” needs to be applied to
public roads, and any legislation which
can promote this or remove existing ob
structions to it merits approval.—Gov
ernor Pattison’s Message.
NARROW TIRES MAKE BAD ROADS.
How to Change Narrow to Wide Fellies at
Small Expense.

Mr. Thomas B. Parker, in a paper
read before the Burlington county (N.
J.) board of agriculture, gives the fol
lowing views on good roads and their
maintenance:
“In 1838 I was owner of one-half
part of the Salem and Philadelphia line
of the United States Mail stage and
handled
the ribbons over good four horse
1
teams
for seven years, traveling 35
t
imiles a day, 10,920 miles a year and
76,440 miles, or more than three times
the
t circumference of the globe, in tho
seven
years. It was in this traveling
e
that
t
I studied tho cause of bad roads
sand the remedy. Narrow tired wagon
\wheels are the real cause of bad roads.
1They will sink into the ground and
rmake deep ruts in wet weather, and in
cdry weather the sand or dust falls back
iinto tho rut after the wheels pass and
partly
fills up the rut. Therefore wagons
j
con tho level ground are constantly mov
i up hill.
ing
“The remedy is to remove the cause.
}Petition the legislature to regulate the
\width of wagon tiros. With five inch
ttires on the sand a ton can be hauled
\with ease where with the narrow tire an
eempty wagon is a load. Tires should be
\wide enough to keep the wheel on top
cof the ground, and without making a
r will roll the ground hard and smooth
rut
ffrom side to side. The regulation tire
sshould bo five inches for the one horse
p
wagon,
six inches for two or three
horses and seven inches for four or
One horse carts should have six
Imore.
iinch tires, and trucks for carting inarblo
0or granite should have six inch for one
horse,
seven inch for two or three, as
h
all
a the pressure is on two wheels.
“All two horse stagecoaches should
Enot have loss than six inch tires. Light
ccarriages may have two inches. The
change
of width of fellies could be acc
complished
without taking the fellies
o
nil
® the wheels at small cost. To change
BI two inch to a six inch a facing of two
Inches on each side of the felly can be
securely
fastoned so that the felly will
b
be
1- as good if not better than new. A
tbessemer steel tire six inches wide and
oone-quarter inch thick will cost but lit
tle
1 more than iron, but will outwear
iorn
and be much stronger. With such a
i
law,
grade aU public roads from one to
1
tthree rods wide, according to tho travel,
VWhen sandy mixing in clay and with
clay
adding sand. The center should
t
tbe from four to six inches higher than
ttho outside. After grading the road
should
be rolled with a cast iron roller
i;
6 feet long, 4 feet in diameter at each
eend and 3 feet 9 inches in the middle.
The
concave of roller will suit t-he radius
’J
of
i the road. Tho woight of the roller
IBhould bo six or sevon tons.J^ ....
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GOOD ROADS AND BICYCLISTS.
They Want Better Highways, but Can Do
Little Without the Farmer’s Aid.

Tho wheelmen are naturally zealous
for good roads, and their influence has
given a powerful impetus to the good
roads movement. They have caused to
bo prepared a good roads bill, which
will be brought before the next legisla
ture of Pennsylvania, and they will do
all that is in them to procure its pas
sage.
♦
This is a laudable purpose, but we
fear it means wasted effort. Good roads
depend on the favor of the farming
class. If the farmers cannot be persuad
ed that their interests will be advanced
by the improvement of the public roads,
their powerful influence in the legisla
ture will be cast against road improve
ment. It is natural that wheelmen
should favor good roads. The full en
joyment of bicycle riding is dependent
on a hard, smooth roadway of easy
grades. But the farmer who sees in
good roadmaking a considerable in
crease in his road tax does not view
with patience tho intervention of a
class whom he is disposed to regard for
tho most part as sporting idlers asking
him to go down into his pockets in or
der that they may have a better road
for bicycle riding.
The farmers who think their road
taxes aro already high enough are the
great obstaclo to road improvement.
This obstaclo must be overcome, but we
do not believe it can bo by any array or
organization of bicycle riders. Their
help in road improvement is valuable,
but they can push it in a way to do
harm. Their interest in the matter is
not ono which the farmer can sympa
thize with, and the latter are inclined
to resent their activity in the matter.
Good roads are good economy for the
farmers, and when they are persuaded
of that fact they will be on the side of
road improvement. As this improvement
is for the benefit of all, the expense
should be borne by all. Even the most
unprogressive of the objectors to the
road improvement movement will not
begrudgo the bicyclists their smooth,
hard track if he himself is not called
upon to help foot the bill.—Philadel
phia Press.
Roads of Cotton Cloth.

An interesting experiment is being
1tried at Martha’s Vineyard by the Mas
(sachusetts highway commissioners.
The board has found in building mac
adamized roads that upon loose, sandy
’
soils
much stone is wasted by being
(driven into the sand. In such cases
(gravel, when accessible, has been placed
1upon the sand to a depth of three or
.four inches, and on this is laid the
(
stone.
By so doing the cost is greatly
3
reduced.
There boing no gravel at Martha’s
Vinoyard, cheap cotton cloth has within
,two weeks been spread upon the sand,
and over that the stone. It has been
found that the sand does not work up
through the stone, so much less stone is
.required.
Layers of tarred paper were tried, but
,without success, as the stone pressed
1through them. This is probably the first
(
experiment
ever made with cloth, and
while the stretch on which it is used is
3not long the showiing will be none the
jless valuable.—Boston Globe.
The Good Roads Fairy.

The subject of good roads has not yet
,appealed to the farmers of Missouri,
‘
save
in an abstract, ideal way. They
,want good roads and could appreciate
them, but they are as yet unwilling to
pay out money to get them. They seem
The Road Movement In Missouri.
possessed of the idea that some day a
The Missouri Roads Improvement as- jfairy will come along from somewhere,
gBociation at a recent meeting'decided 'wave its wand over the muddy and dis
ffor the present to rocommend only for reputable
highways of Missouri, and in
i
ttho consideration of the legislature the 1the twinkling of an eye the roads will
cchange of time in commencing work on 1be transformed into turnpikes, without
r
roads
and the paying of tho poll tax in jmoney and without price. But, alas,
ccash into the general revenuo fund, and 1the days of Grimm and Hans Andersen
tthat the work be done by hired labor are
gone forever, and the only fairies
i
t
today are thoso good angels who
under
tho direction of an overseer. In known
]
ssupport of this it is urged that coercive go
j down in their pockets and spread al
1labor is distasteful. People do not relish imighty dollars along the highways, and
vworking out a poll tax under tho direc- 1there will be no good roads in Missouri
t
tion
of a ‘ ‘boss, ’ ’ while hired help would <or elsewhere until the farmers and peo
e
generally sprout their own wings
expect
nothing else, and better results ple
j
would follow; also a cash poll tax ?and wave their pocketbooks in front of
would double the amount of available 1the county treasury. —St. Louis .Repub
rrevenue.
]lic.
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NUTRIENTS
_____________ »
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Oakland, Mar. 8, 1895.
Q£
• «
£S
Mr. Editor:—lam feeding my cows
ration fed
S
this winter the following daily ration viz:
o
o
S
25 lbs. clover hay in three eqYial feeds,
©
a
£
four quarts cotton-seed meal and four 16 lbs. Mixed Hay
; 13.601 0 93 04
quarts wheat bran mixed and fed in two 3 & Conoid Meal
l.OT ill
equal feeds night and morning. Is this 1^ lbs. Ground Oats I 1.29 0.14 0.82__
a balanced ration or not? Also is it econTotal,
19.95 2.84 10.58 1-3.7
omical? My cows eat their bedding and
This when compared with the standard
seem to hanker for straw. Please tell above given is deficient in everything
us through your paper what you think but protein which appears in excess, thus
of it and oblige your interested subscrib- making an unbalanced ration with a
er.
J. E. S. ratio of 1 to 3,7 requiring more organic
~
~
~
,
.,
,
As nothing
Our correspondent’s ration as above
_matter
,, and
, less
, protein.
\
& can
.
. -i
.
be added without increasing the protein,
given is not only a very heavy one for ore X1 , . , ’
j.
. ,
, , .
it is evident that some of the highly
dinary sized cows, but is a very narrow
,
one, being extremely rich in protein, ah nlh'°genouS raatter must be amoved
will be seen by the following table which and sometbi“g of a carbonaceous nature
shows the digestable constituents of
in order to balance it up as
which it is composed:
U sbould be’ and U may be done as fo1’
lows:
M

RATION FED

. (DIGESTIBLE
NUTRIENTS.

» *

§3g

§

£

S

_____ •_____________ l_J<

1 I JP I

«nll>S^CJ?vero11
i
6 bi. Cotton Seed Meai
3 lbs. Wheat Bran
rr^.T
Total,
German Standard,

'S'nol
5.09
2.4.
n*y to
27.18
24.50

=

W

RATION FED

* *

W

g

i I
§

a

.VS o'?!
2.13
2.82
0.3/
1.54
>110 -iQnn
4.13 13.99 1-3.4
2.25 12.15 1-5.4

DIG ESTI RLE
NUTRIENTS.

14 lbs- Mixed Hay
8lbs. Oat Straw
1 lb. Linseed Meal N. P.
3 lbs. Cotton Seed Meal
3 lbs. Wheat Bran
-........ 7^— .....

6

£

£

i
g

2

11.90 0.81
6.86 0.17
0.84 0.23
2.54 1.07
2.471 0.37

6.08
3.57
0 47
1.41
1.54

A comparison of the “totals” in the
Th}g jg gHn rjch ,n protein anJ ,f the
above table with the German standard, gtraw .g all readjly eaten
lbg more
which is there given, shows an excess in may fee ad(Jed
aQ equal amount ,Qf
all the constituents and makes an ex- hay ,ef(. out> whi(jh W()uld widen the
tremely narrow ration, that is, one ex- ratjon somewhat and probably produce
tremely rich in protein, which causes the good regultg at a lltUe Jegg CQgt Or the
cows to desire straw to balance up their Ungeed meal
bg substituted bv corn
ration. We have no means of knowing mea, wUh
d regu]tg Tbig ration ag
how our correspondent
’s cows are per.__given
.
.n cost 17 cts.
.
rp. one
, \
, above
will
The
forming under this treatment, but will
, ...
&
,
’
now led will cost about live mills per cow
venture the assertion that it is not an more dajl
Wg ghouM
fer tQ baye
economical ration as the daily cost per corn meal tafee
lacg of Ungeed, &s
cow for this ration at present P^ces, tbe above amount ot shortg and cotton.
amounts to 23 cents. And aside from Reed wm k
the dj
ye
g -n
this, if it should be long continued,
,
.
„
' we shape,
and, linseed being
an expensive
should expect a derangement of the sys- feed an(J -n Hg natur(j not well calcldated
tem, in some
. accompany 4.1
v
.
„ _ way
J as a result.
,
to
the above
named, highly
These foods as given above are all so nitr
ous substances, iB not
Zu
rich in protein that it is impossible to omical ingredient in tbe abovg rat-on
formulate a ration from them alone, pos- wheat bran -g understood to be tbe begt
sessing a sufficient amount of organic article, or wbat is termed sbortS) which,
matter without having it too rich in proh con(bmned by some writers and
tein. Therefore it is better on the basis
,
. an expensive
• feed,
x
4.^
, speakers
as ,being
etc.,
of economy
as
well
as
the
health
of
the
,
.
.
.
.
.
. J
.
, .
we consider when fed judiciously in concow to introduce something analyzing
..
... ..
. ,
..
,
.
r nection with other feeds, as one of the
lower in this flesh forming ingredient.
.
. 1 r j
4.1
i x
„ ,
,
/.x <.
. x most economical feeds on the market;
bo for the benefit of our correspondent and we make tbk statement advisediy)
we give the following formula:
hav.flg experiraented witb this food ma_
________
_ materjai and without it in various ways
g nutrients. 2 tor the last 15 years.
H ----------7-- — fit]
W_______________
2-5
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g

g

X j< „

-

FROM

A

WELL-KNOWN

SOMERSET

COUNTy

s
« Ise* *
________
°
' E
----- ;——-------------------- ————
Mr. Editor:—I am just in leceipt of a
12 lbs Clover
9.81 0 88 5 10---------------------- . ,
o r,
,
io lbs. o«t straw
8.57 0.21
4 47
copy of the Turf, Farm A home and am
i Km MeMed Mea! 0.87 n.to o "
pleased to know that -Maine has
3 lbs. Wneat Bran______ 2.47| 0 371 1 54
such an able paper, and that it is under
Total,
24.26 2.62
13.24 1 5
such able management. Hope you will
,
,
x , .x
x
• succeed in your undertaking. ThecreamTho ab>ve totals it will be seen are in
k
4. 4. j •
, , „
x 1 a •
ery whi'm has recently been started in
excess of the German standard given
.....
., .
x x xi
,
‘ _ L
.
J*., , our vicinity has added a new zest to the
above in all but organic matter, and that . .
1
x
x. .
dairy department in your paper to many
is near enough for all practical purposes. _
o .
.
x
x1
,
T
± . xi 1 xv of us. Such a department is much needIt is still so rich in protein that the . ,
.
,.xxi more straw
4cows may need, a little
or ed byour
. people.
,
.
.
. ..
,*
, ,
1TVV4.4. -rx The horse business is now down at the
corn-fodder, which would be better 11 at . ,
.
,
3 4.1 1 1
c
’
heel and very much needs the help of
ian *
, .
your horse notes.
This ration at present prices will cost
,
n
7
J .7
4.
1
•
lours truly,
for each cow daily,
cents, reducing
Moses French Jr.
the cost of daily feed .0735 per cow, and
Solon, Me.
we should expect it to produce equally
good results in the prodnet, with no fear FULLER’S COW AND CALF REMEDIES. |
of injury to the cow.
-----------We beg to call the attention of our;
readers to the certificates in Fuller <fc
J. W. M. of Waterville, also asks what Co.’s advertisement from Mr. Edgar
is thought of the following, which Brewer, Hockanum, Conn., the owner of i
is his daily ration fed to his cows: 16 lbs. Sayda 3rd in the World’s Fair Daily
mixed hay, two quarts cotton-seed meal, Tests, and the noted Jersey breeder Mr. !
two quarts linseed meal and one quart T. S. Cooper in which they detail the '
oat meal.
benefits they have derived by the use of
Assuming that the cotton seed will the xAnti Abortion Medicine and Calf
weigh three lbs., the linseed the same, Scorning Cure respectively. Fuller A
and a quart of ground oats one and one- Co. claim that others are meeting with
half lbs., we have the following:
equal success.

'TTTrotr

TTAi^lhA

I them until they were of value either for
reproducing their own kind, or to sell. I
How they are Sacrificed by the Present was greatly disappointed by the treat
Legislature.
ment which the bill received, and should
have concluded that it was an improper
Mb. Editor.—I was pleased to read in measure had it not been for the support
a recent issue of your valuable paper of prominent members of the Legislature
that you had the courage to call some of outside of the Committee, who were pre
our so called agricultural members of pared, had the bill been favorably re
the present Legislature to order for their ported upon the floor, to have defended
position on the oleo bill. A more shame it.
ful condition of matters never was known
The present Legislature contains more
at Augusta than this. If the amendment professed friends of agriculture than any
asked for is not adopted it will be be 1 have ever known. If with such rep
cause the city members have stood for resentation, the farmers interests are
what the agricultural members, or at thus jeopardized, what show can be
least a number of them, should have reasonably expected with the city fellows
stood for but have not. I for one have in the saddle?
got my eyes open and shall in the future
An Oxford Bear.
never look for help for the farmer from
agriculturists.
The oleo matter smells bad and the
THE DAIRY HEIFER.
more it is stirred the greater the stench,
and if the amendment passes I want you Is This the Young Cow For Milk ar.d Hut
ter Production?
to publish the yea and nay vote on it
The Rural Now Yorker presents tho
that we may all see just who stood by
their colors and who did not. It will heifer bolow depicted as its idea of about
make mighty interesting reading in the the right kind of animal on which to
base a future dairy herd.
near future for some of the friends of
She is a lino young creature, sure
the members who have forgotten who enough, but at first glance she looks a
elected them. Let’s have the yea and little too round, blocky and smooth for
tha hnot mon 1 tc in tho dn.irv
Shft lnnlrH
nay vote by all means.
The oleo matter, however, is only one
instance where the present Legislature
has gone square back on the agricultural
interests of the state. The fate of the
Live Stock Exemption Bill is a case in
point. As we all know the live stock is
fast decreasing in our state and all who
have the best interests of the state at
heart see the importance of taking steps
to replete the fast decreasing stalls of
the farmer.
At the present time by the provisions
of paragraph 5, of section 6, of chapter
6, of the Revised Statutes, all mules,
DAIRY HEIFER.
horses, neat cattle, swine, and sheep less
as if with hearty feed she might turn
than six months old are exempt from to
flesh forming Instead of milk giving.
taxation. The age limit by this taxation1 However, the wise Rural says she is
is absurdly young.
“not far from a fair representative of
Representative Parkhurst of Bangor the stock from which dairy herds aro to
early in the session proposed a bill to► be made. ” The Rural is of opinion that
have this limit raised. Before the bill[ too much prominence is generally given
had been entirely completed Mr. Bishop> to the bull in the building up of a dairy
of Sangerville, introduced a bill exempt herd. In its judgment tho perfect dairy
herd is made of one-third bull, oneing neat cattle until they were 18 months1 third cow and the other third feed and
old. Mr. Parkhurst conversed with Mr. care. This is about it.
__________ _
Bishop about it, and suggested that theyr
Where to Locate the Dairy Farm.
join forces to secure an older age limit ont
It is most desirable that a dairy farm
all the live Btock, his bill applying onlyr
to the neat cattle. This was agreed to. should be in a dairy district, for there
i the creamery and oheese factory will bo
Mr. Parkhurst then introduced a bill found near by, or if the products are
which exempted all mules, hoi bob and1 worked up on the farm or intended so
neat cattle until they were three yearsJ to be nearness to a large town or city
old; sheep until they were two years old; or railroad will double the value of tho
and swine until they were one year old.. land very easily. Good roads aro a noThese age limits were approved of byr cessity, and those can only bo had with
good neighbors. A noted fine butter
prominent agriculturists.
who was seeking a change of
After shufti ing the bills around first to}y dairyman
his location found a farm exactly suited
the committee on Legal Affairs and then1 in every respoct except this one and
to the committee on Taxation, it finallyr tho generally dilapidated condition of
brought up in the committee on Agri■ the fences and tho buildings in tho
culture where it certainly was entitled1 neighborhood. But he refused to sottlo
to good treatment. A hearing was had, in such a place for the reason that it
several advocated it and no one opposedI would be throwing away—to a largo exit, but to the surprise of every one thej tent—the money he intended to invest
, in fine stock and general improvements,
committee reported “ought not to pass.” for, as ho said, it will bo impossible to
Why it should have met such a fate5 sell good stock at his prices in such a
no one has yet been able to inform me.• neighborhood as this, and ho would be
Can you tell your readers?
ashamed to have a visitor call on him
The bill was introduced and advocatedI with such surroundings.
This was a good business view of the
knowing that the live stock interest off
the State is at present suffering severelyr matter, and any dairyman who has self
from the general depression, and thatt respect and desires to make a good busi
ness for himself cannot afford to take
the number of animals has greatly de a farm for nothing under such circumcreased within the last few years. Such1 stances. He might almost as well bury
an exemption is consistent with the ex■ himself in the depths of tho ancient foremptions which are locally given uponi est and begin anew to clear tho land for
new enterprises of other kinds. Almostb himself. Good roads and neat, cloan
any town or city in the State will exemptt buildings and fences are the apparent
a new enterprise for a considerable periodI evidences of civilization and refinement,
as the good dairyman must, as has
of years in order to secure its establish and
been shown, be a person of such charac
ment, upon, I believe, the general prin ter his surroundings must bo in accordciple that at first during the progress off ance with it, not only for his comfort,
erection there is no profit. The same3 but for the success of his business.—
rule should apply to stock and exemptt Montreal Herald.
FARMERS’ INTERESTS.
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WHAT I WOULD DO IF I WERE A MAN.

Dairy and Creamery.

Bran makes a heavy flow of milk.
Cornmeal makes butter.
Cottonseed meal makes butter very
hard. It is therefore a better summer
food than a winter one for cows. Never
feed over two pounds a day of it.
The Jersey cow will not roam far in
search of food. For this reason she is
better off if she oan be left in pasture
un tethered.
An ingenious plan has been proposed
for supplying city and village people
with cows for their own milking and
yet furnishing them with a fresh cow
all the time. A man with a dairy farm
advertises to furnish to one who de
sires to keep a cow an animal that will
give so many quarts a day. The family
pays to tho owner a stated price for the
use of the cow—a cow rent, in fact.
When she goes dry, she is returned to
the owner, who at once provides anoth
er cow in good milk and keeps the first
one till she is fresh again. This plan
ought to work well. The family rent
ing the cow would be required to guar
antee good treatment, and the man
owning her would guarantee the milk
supply. Such an arrangement as rent
ing cows could be made with profit all
around.
We regret to learn that even Cana
dian cheese makers or dealers—we do
not know which—are dishonest. Eng
lish commission merchants complain
that they put false markings on their
products, stamping May and June cheese
as September cheese, and thus getting
a higher price for it. One thing milk
men, creamery men and cheese factory
men must learn is that the results of
dishonesty in any shape or form are no
where so disastrous as in the dairy prod
uct business. There is no place either
where they are so quickly manifest. In
three years’ time the dairyman, but
ter maker and cheesemaker could drive
every fraudulent product out of the
market and lay the foundation for a
fortune for themselves if they would be
as clean, as skillful and as honest as
they know how to be. The better cheese
and butter are the more people will use
of both. The appetite for a good article
grows.
__ _____

(An Essay read by Mrs. R. B. Pierce before
Somerset County Grange, at Bingham, March
12th).

The topic allotted to the sisters for
discussion, namely, “What I would do if
I were a man,” is a lofty theme, one that
ought to call forth a great flourish of or
atory. For example, my most sanguine
aspirations have never soared to such a
height as to imagine my humble self as
one of the lords of creation.
Doubtless if I were a man, never hav
ing had the help of a woman’s observa
tion, I should be nothing but an ordinary
representative of the genus homo, feeling
my superiority, etc. But from a woman’s
standpoint, I think an improvement could
be made; and in order to point out some
of the improvements I shall be obliged to
mention a few of the weaknesses of the
opposite sex.
That there is an inherent feeling of in
tellectual superiority exhibited by men,
is a fact too apparent to be ignored. We
see this in the little boy who looks with
supreme contempt on the amusements
and suggestions of his little sister, as
much as to say: “you are only a girl any
way, and what do you know?” This feel
ing is only strengthened through the
periods of youth and manhood. A good
old mother who had passed her four
score years and ten, had brought up a
family of 10 or 12 children to iill respect
able positions in life, was one day point
ing out to her son some faults in his dis
cipline with his children. In a contempt
uous tone he replied: “What do you
know about bringing up children moth
er?”
I have often queried in my heart “from
whence comes this fancied superiority?”
Perhaps it is his priority of creation, for
the bible states that in the beginning
God created man. If I were a man I
should reason that a sculptor’s first en
deavor is rarely his be3t production. So
in the creation of man; perhaps the con
sistency of the dust was not in proper
condition, and the defects, if there were
any, were remedied in the second model,
and a mingling of finer and purer materi
al in proper proportion resulted in an
improved creation.
• I have heard the idea expressed by
men that the weakness of woman’s mind
was exhibited in the garden of Eden
when Eve was the first to partake of the
forbidderi fruit. If I was a man I could
see at one a, that it took Satan with all
his eloquence to tempt Eve, he well
knowing that Adam would fall an easy
victim to the arts of woman.
In view of the great work being ac
complished by women in the cause of
temperance and the advancement of all
great reforms, having for their aim the
uplifting of mankind. I would if I were
a man accord to them more praise and
not treat them as an after conclusion. If
I was a man I think I could pass by a
beer shop without bestowing on it one
loving glance. If I was a man I would
never be seen in a party of ladies with
my breath reeking with fumes of whiskey
and old cider. If I was a man I would
never contaminate the pure air of heaven
with the odor of burning tobacco. If I
was a man I never would assess a tax on
a woman’s property and deny her the
right of franchise.
If I was a man I would affiliate myself
with some good Grange, and when the
meetings occur, would be in the Grange
hall instead of the stores or on the streets.
If I was Lecturer of a Grange I would
never book a sister’s name on the pro
gramme for a speech without so much as
“by your leave madam.” If I was a
man with a pocket book that contained
anything, 1 should hand it to my wife for
safe keeping.
Finally, if I was a man I would study
well and thoroughly the platforms of the

ng
Dairy and Creamery.
various political parties and placing
lly ; In starting a creamery the first step
principle before party, would proudly
ht is to see that you do not pay the honey
advance to the polls and cast a straight
tongued agent two prices for machinery.
Republican ticket.
To color butter feed cornmeal, car
rots and clover hay at this season of the
Live Stock Points.
.
year. In summer feed June pasture and
The Dorset Horn sheep as a special
Lal plenty of it.
producer of matured mutton is not con
A dairyman writes that he has a
sidered equal to the Down breeds. Its
.1
Guernsey
butter cow that nets him 54
particular field is the production of early
ag cents a day profit.
lambs in winter. In this respect it has
he
Keep the cows comfortable and give
no equal. The big horns left on the
d- them a good clean bed to lie on. Clean,
heads of the lamb carcasses are consid
mind you!
ered ornamental, it is said.
ck
Make butter in winter and sell sweet
Choose your specialties in live stock
jst cream in summer. You oan soon work
breeding and stick to them. It is best
ne up a market for it In fact, there is a
to have two or three specialties at one
tot good market the year round, and it is
time, so that if one fails you will not
Increasing.
be left.
ry
It has been certainly shown that good
In going into-the live stock industry
or in changing from one branch of it to teal may be made from skimmilk,
at but not from that alone. Pure flaxseed
another first determine carefully what
and where your market demand will be jelly is added, beginning at the rate
n- of half a teacupful to each mess of skimand act accordingly. The nearer a farm
3t, milk, and gradually increasing the quaner or live stock man is to his market,
jff tity till, when the calf is 3 weeks old,
other things being equal, the better off
it is able to take a pint. By the time
he will be.
irn it is a month or 6 weeks old it should
The only animal to make money from
jj. be able to consume two pints of the flax
in these timesis the special purpose ani
seed jelly a day in skimmilk. Watch
mal.
out for scours. Start the calf on it
The National Association of Exhibit
!  mother’s milk and let it take this till
ors of Live Stock struck a blow at the
A, it is nearly or quite a week old. When
practice of showing barren cows at
at it is 2 weeks old, begin to add some
fairs. It adopted the following resolu
u’ wheat bran or middlings to the linseed
tion: “Wo recommend that all cows 3 jelly and skimmilk, gradually inoreasyears old or over must have produced aa ing the quantity of that too. Be careful
calf within 12 months previous to the not to overfeed. Get the flaxseed and
show, as evidence of which the cow must
? make the jelly yourself. By the method
either be nursing calf at foot or be in
111 here described dairymen raise veal
milk. ”
calves and make an excellent profit on
By grinding feed at home with aa them.
small mill and crusher the farmer can
m
_______________
jg
Experiments show that the shallow
save nearly double tho cost of grinding
w pan cream butter is inferior to either
at the public mill. The grain somehow
i the deep setting or separator butter.
holds out better at home.
Old boars that have become weak It is probably because there is so mush
surface for injurious microbes from the
breed small littera.
- J air to lodge in.

This Man’s Way to Make Batter Come.

I wish to add a little light to the ques
tion “How to Make the Butter Come.”
C. P. Goodrich’s suggestions are all
good and important, but if we have
no fresh cows or silage or roots, and
are doing the very best we can and
churn at from 64 to 72 degrees, yet get
no butter, and finally sit down tired and
discouraged, what then? We want most
of all to know what to do to prevent any
further loss.
Immediately after skimming set the
cream in water and heat gradually to
140 degrees, though 150 degrees will do
no harm. Do not have the cream too
thick. It is about right as it comes from
the deep setting. Set it away in a cool
place until a full churning is obtained,
then warm to 64 degrees, and it will
come with ten minutes’ churning.
If from any cause the cream is bitter
—which is sometimes the case when
cream is hard to churn—this method of
handling will sweeten it completely,
making good sweet butter.—N. B.
Whitford.

About one week ago one of my team
horses was in great distress caused by
drinking too freely of cold water. Par
ties who saw him told me he would not
live an hour. I gave him Brown’s In
stant Relief according to directions as
soon as I could obtain it and it relieved
his distress at once giving me no further
trouble. It is the best medicine I ever
used.
C. O. Brown.
Waterford, Me.
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THE OLEO LAW.

The action of the judiciary committee
last Friday night in voting leave to with
draw on the petitions before them for a
new law governing the sale of oleomar
garine, following so soon after the de
cisive vote in the House in favor of the
bill reported by the committee on agri
culture, makes it seem probable that that
measure will soon be the law of the state.
Section one of the bill by amending sec
tion 3 of chapter 297 of the Public Laws
of 1885, makes the sale of oleomargarine
subject to the following restrictions:
“Section 3.—Whoever by himself or his
agent manufactures, sells, exposes for
sale or has in his possession with intent
to sell, or takes orders for the future de
livery of anv article, substance or com
pounds made in imitation of yellow but
ter or cheese, and not made exclusively
and wholly of cream or milk, or contain
ing any fats, oil or grease not produced
from milk or cream, whether said article,
substance or compound be named oleo
margarine, butterine or otherwise named,
forfeits for the first offense one hundred
dollars and for the second and each sub
sequent offense, two hundred dollars, to
be recovered by indictment with costs,
one-third part to go to the complainant
and the balance to the state.
“And it shall be the duty of every in
spector of milk, sheriff, deputy sheriff
and constable, and made in section five
of this chapter to institute complaint
against any person or persons violating
the above named provisions of said third
section.
“Section 2—The provisions of this act
shall not be construed to affect any pend
ing indictment for violation of section 3
of chapter 29T of the Public Laws of
1885.
“Section 3.—This act shall take effect
when approved.

Replying to your question regarding
the construction of my silo Jwill say that
on account of lack of proper space in the
barn the silo was built as a separate
building, 12x13 feet on the inside, with
18 feet posts and square roof. The sills
are 8x10 inches, laid in trench, dug just
deep enough to place them flush in the
ground. After bedding carefully in ce
ment, the corners were well fastened
with large spikes, after being halved to
gether. As the outside, all around is
bedded firmly into the ground, there ig
but little possibility of the sills ever
spreading at the corners, or elsewhere.
Having carefully secured the sills, posts
8x8 were raised at each corner, set flush
with outside, thus leaving a space two
inches wide on inside. Then the sides
between the posts were divided as nearly
as possible into 18 inch spaces and 2x8
studs stood up, flush outside, to corre
spond with the posts, the whole was cov
ered with an 8x10 plate halved at corners
and thoroughly fastened. Then, to fur
ther strengthen the sides, 2x6 pieces
were spiked securely every two feet on
to the inside of studs and posts, the ends
being allowed to extend out flush with
outside.
In this way the corners were fully staid
from top to bottom, and a smooth sur
face was obtained on the inside from top
of plate*to bottom of sill, for perpendic
ular boarding. Ordinary hemlock boards,
planed to even thickness and with
straight edges, costing $10. per M., were
securely nailed to the horizontal strips,
A Good Appetite
then building paper was placed over
Is very essential to keep up the
these, and another thickness of similar
boards put on to break joints completed warmth and vitality of your system.
the inside. The bottom was formed by If it is out of order and you do not eat
to keep up the repair of of your
putting in a small quantity of gravel cov- enough
'
or if your digestive organs are
ered with sand, hollowed out in the cen- system
1
ter so as to make the bottom shaped *out of order, you have dyspepsia and
somewhat like a kettle, then a small do
’ not properly digest your food, your
and vitality are wasting away
amount of cement mixed with equal strength
1
you are the victim of every disease.
quanity of sand, was evenly spread over and
s
When one's stomach, liver and kid
the sand and allowed to dry. By this
are in proper condition and he eats
means the bottom was raised nearly to neys
1
a
sufficient
quantity of nutritious food,
the top of the sills and about that much s
above the ends of the boards on the sides, he can scarcely contract disease, but on
securing an air tight surface. The out- the
1 other hand he is the prey of lagrippe,
side of frame was covered with boards, 1pneumonia, consumpton, typhoid fever
building paper and then shingled. This Jand in fact of every form of germ dis
A tired stomach has produced
gives us a ten-inch air space with prac- ease.
<
tically air tight covering on both outside 1more business failures, more unhappi
to its victim and his associates,
and inside. The door was left for the ness
1
entire length of side nearest barn, be- 1more cases of insanity and suicide than
tween two of the upright studs, and fill- Jall other diseases and conditions.
Dyspepsia is a great and growing evil
ed in with boards and paper on inside as
the silo was filled. Fodder keeps finely <that follows the march of civilization and
In this silo, there being practically no Iprogress like a hideous phantom. Hard
waste. A slight freezing around the 1ly a person is free from it. They usually
edges gave us some trouble, but no great <claim they are “bilious” but biliousness
loss, as the stock appeared to eat it quite iis dyspepsia. The fact is our stomachs
as readily as any of the other if fed as are not strong enough to stand the hard
it is thawed.
1mental work and sedentary lives we live.
Experience with this silo has demon- ;Neither is it strong enough to withstand
strated the wisdom of such a building the wiles of modern cooks. This impor
where inside space is not available. The 1tant organ must have assistance when
door being but twelve feet from the feed- foverworked. A particular trying time
ing mangers, the ensilage is fed without ffor the digestive organs is during the
extra labor. It may be well to say that 8Bpring months. During the cold months
the space between the silo and barn is 5we have to eat more to keep up the
covered, and shut in by walls and doors, 5warmth and vitality of our systems and
so there is no exposure to the cold while 8as the spring months come in the blood
is loaded with impurities. This produces
handling.
B.WalkerMcKeen.
1that feeling of languor and lassitude
to this season. Nature at this
_________________________peculiar
I
time requires assistance in freeing the
Every farmer ought to be interested tblood of these impurities. Boils, ulcers,
in protecting butter,for every pound of Ipimples and] humors of the skin clearly
oleomargarine that is sold helps to de- Iprove that the blood is impure. 7 These
preciate the price of his own products aare signals of danger which should not
and to injure the dairy business. If the 1neglected. To rid the blood of these im
dairy business is destroyed by fraud but- 1purities nothing else is so rapid in its
ter, the dairymen will be driven to gen- aaction or certain in its results as Rodolf’s
eral farming and compete with those 1New Medical Discovery and Liver Pills,
who do not now produce dairy products. I[t stimulates the excreting organs to
The interests of one is the concern of all 1healthy action and destroy the germs of
in this case.
<disease. All cases of dyspepsia can be

1

I
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cured by their specific action on the
stomach and liver. No other remedy so
promptly and certainly aids digestion.
Their action is not confined to the stom
ach alone, but their beneficial effects are
apparent the entire length of the digest
ive tract. By their use the languid feel
ing, headache, sour stomach, coated
tongue, and despondency of biliousness
are not only relieved but cured.
TUBERCULOUS CATTLE.
What to IJm With Thein—Stabling, Disin
fecting and Butchering Them.

]7

VALUE OF YOUR PRODUCE,
isoston Produce Markets.

Pork—The pork market is firmer, with
prices on barrel pork 50c higher: Long cut,
short cut and backs, $14 50; light backs, $13 50;
lean ends, $15; pork tongues, $17; fresh ribs,
7^c; sausages, 7^c; Frankfort sausages, 8c;
hams, 9%(01Oc; shinned B hams, 10^c; smoked
shoulders, 7^c; corned and fresh shoulders,
6^c • loose salt port and briskets, 7^c; bone
less bacon, 10c; lard in tcs and large? tubs. 7^c;
lard in tin pails. 7%@8><c; pure leaf lard in tcs
and large tubs, 9^(010c; pure leaf lard in tin
pails, 9%(01O>£c; sausage meat, (J^c; bolognas,
5>^c; city dressed hogs, (%c; country 5%c.
Flour—The flour market holds very firm,
with agents askiug an advance of 15c to „0c per
bbl. The trade is offering 5c to 7c higher
prices, but are not willing to go any further
up till the market has had time to show what
is to be done. The feeling With the millers is
very firm: Fine and supers, $2 10(cj}2 80; extras
and seconds, $2 50(02 80; Minnesota bakers’
clear and straight, $2 6C(03 35; winter clear and
straight, $2 85 ®3 50; winter pat, $8 15(03 60;
spring pat, $8 55@4 05.
Bee e—Beef is very firm and prices are posi
tively higher, from the sellers’ standpoint, but
trade is really dull: Choice to fane / steers, 8U
(08%c; prime, 7^(08c; good, 6^@7^c; light,
t(06>^c; extra light, 8>z2(09^c; heavy hinds, 11
(®ll%c; good, 9%($10%; light, 8^(09^c: heavy
fores, 5%(06c: light, 5(0o%c: backs, 5/tt7^c:
rattles, 8*4@4><c; chucks, 4^(05^c; rounds, 7(0
8c; rumps, 8>2(014c; rumps ana loins, lO^jlloc;
short ribs, 8(012c; loins, 16(018c.
Butter—The butter market is decidedly
weak and lower. On some grades sellers are
simply waiting for bids: Best fresh creamery,
small lots, 21><\022c; western creamery, extra,
22(023c; first, h (017c; imitation creamery, ex
tra, 12(014c; factory, 9(g)llc; northern dairy, 14
(016c; northern creamery, 2O^(021c; eastern
creamery, extra, 19>2(02Oc. These prices are
for round lots.
Oats—Oats are fairly steady: No. 1 clipped
to an ive are quoted at 39%(04Oc; No. 2, 395<c;
No. 2 white, 39c; No. 8 white, 38%c; No. i
mixed, 35>£c. The spot market is quoted at:
No. 1 clipped, 39k04Oc; No. 2, 39c: No. 2 white,
88^(038^c; No. 3 white, 87^(038c; No. 2 mixed,
85k(036^o.
Cheese—Cheese is steady, with the foreign
market firmer: Sage, 12^(0 18c; northern full
creams and twins, ll^2(012c; jobbing lots, 120
13c; fair to good, 9(01Oc; western choice, 9(g)
12^c; fair to good, 7(g)8c. Liverpool is cabled
at 48s for colored and at 49s for white.
Corn—Corn is fairly sustained. Chicago
No. 3 yellow to arrive is quoted at 52^(058c,
with country yellow at 52^c. The spot
market is quoted at: No. 2 yellow, 52^(cj)53c;
steamer yellow, 52W052£^c; steamer mixed,
51>£c; no grade, 49(0olc, as to quality.
Apples—Apples are quiet, with little change:
No. 1 Massachusetts Baldwins, $3(03 50; No. 2,
$2(8)2 50; No. 1 Maine Baldwins, $2 50(03; fancy,
$3 56; No. 2, $1 50(02. Small lots, in a jobbing
and retail way, are quoted 25c to 50c higher.
Potatoes—Potatoes are firmer, with prices
•till further advanced: Houlton hebrons, 70(0
73c; rose, 75078c; white stock, 70c; Dakota
reds, 65c; Virginia extra sweets, $1 50(02; Jer
sey doubled heads, $1 75(02.
EGOS—Eggs are very easy, with prices off lc,
further: Fancy nearby, 16(018c; eastern fancy
fresh, 14(015c; Michigan, 15c; western, 14c.
Lambs and Muttons—The mutton market is
only fairly act ve. Quotations are not changed
Veals are steady and fairly firm.
Hay—The h iy position is fairly active and
steady. Straw is a little firmer. Bran is firm,
with prices ful’v sustained.
Poultry—'J ? poultry market is quiet, with
Quotations the ame as noted yesterday.

Whitewash is not in itself of suf
ficient strength to destroy tubercle ba
cilli, but by imprisoning and incrusting
them on the walls of stables they are
made harmless until destroyed by pro
longed drying. Whitewashing should be
preceded by thorough cleansing.
Particular attention should be paid to
the sides and ceiling of stable. All dust
and cobwebs should be periodically
Washed down. Xhoee parts coming in
contact with the heads of cattle, stanch
ions, halters, troughs, eto., should be
frequently cleansed and disinfected,
even when they have not been used by
avowedly diseased cattle.
The removal of virus from the stables
should furthermore be promoted by the
prompt removal of manure and by abun
dant ventilation. Good air has the effect
of diluting infected air and thereby re
ducing the chance of inhaling dried
floating tubercle bacilli, or at least of
reducing the number to bo inhaled. It
likewise improves the vigor of tiro con
fined animals, and hence increases the
resistance to infection.
Cattle should not bo placed so that
their heads are close together. Each
animal should have plenty of room and
occupy the same place in the stable at
all times. These precautions will pre
vent the nasal, lung or vaginal dis
charges of one animal from striking the
head or soiling the feed of auother. It
is true that it is impossible to prevent
animals licking each other, but it should
be remembered that prevention must
begin with the removal of all cases
which are suspeoted of discharging tu
bercle bacilli. Stables should, further
more, be carefully protected from the
expectorations of human beings affected
The .*ve Stock Markets.
with tuboroulosis of the lungs.
Brighton,
ass., March 18.—Amount of
Cattle should be housed as little as
stock on the market at this place and at Water
possible. The pasture has the effect of town:
Sheep and
greatly reducing the chances of infec
Lambs. Swine.
tion by a more or less rapid destruction Western......... 1,480Cattle.
7,804
80,637
118
45
of the virus, as well as by increasing Massachusetts......... * 118
Maine.............. 189
27
the vigor of the animals through mus New Hampshire ... 144
806
45
707
87
cular exertion in fresh air. To what ex Vermont......... 156
tent animals may pick up the virus on
Totals.......... 2,082
8,457
80,814
fields it would be difficult to estimate.
Prices for market beef—A few choice, 56(0
extra, $5.50(0)5.75; first quality, $/05.2o;
That it is perfectly possible cannot be 8;
second quality, $4(04. <5; third quality, $3x0j.75.
gainsaid. A tuberculous animal may
Prices for store cattle—Working oxen; pr
$600140: farrow cows, $10^)22; fancy
soil the ground over which it passes, pair,
cows, $50 068; milch cows and calves, $2j048;
and other animals may take up the vir yearlings,
$8(016; 2-year-olds, $12(022; 8-yearolds, $20082.
us with the food soon after.
Western fat swine—Live, 8%(04%c; northern
The somewhat heterogeneous views dressed hogs, 5^c pr lb.
Prices for sheep and lambs—In lots, $2, $2.50(0
prevailing in this country concerning
each; extra, $3.50(04.50, or 2(04^0 pr lb;
the use of the flesh of animals having 8lambs,
4(05Uc; veal calves, 2^(06c.
Prices
tor hides, tallow and skins—Brighton
but trifling tuberculous lesions are off hides, 405c
lb; country hides. 8^(04^c pr
set by the pretty definite attitude of Eu lb; Brightonprtallow,
2^(08^c pr lb; pelts, 2o(0
each; country tallow, 2^(03^c pr lb; calf
ropean authorities, who claim that the 65c
skins, 75c(0$l eacn; dairy skins, 24x050c each.
meat from incipient cases of tuberculosis
Cattle—The supply of beef cattle was largely
the west, which cost ^c, 1. w., higher
is entirely fit for food. This attitude from
than last week. The general tone is at firm
enables Nocard in his recommendations prices. Western at 4^(05%o, 1. w., mostly for
to suggest the prompt fattening of all •xport.
Fat hogs—Market prices remain unchanged.
infected animals for the butcher. This Western
shippers did one day in the west,
difficulty has been solved temporarily luring the week, pay 5c per cwt higher, but
not sufficient to change quotation. Western
in this country by turning the flesh of at 3^(04%c 1 w; country hogs. 5^c d w.
Match cows—A fair supply arrived. Prices
cattle which gave a reaction after the
steady at $20(058 as to quality.
tuberculin test, even when the lesions remain
Bheep—There is virtually no change in prices.
were insignificant, into fertilizers. How Butchers seem to find a:l they want. Just a
of spring lambs sent in turned over
far such destruction of food is called for sprinkling
to butchers.
Veal calves—The demand quite fair and
in the interests of sanitation and senti
generally sustained.
ment is a question which must be left prices
Live poultry—A few hundred lbs at 1001 lc
__________
for future discussion and the wealth of per lb.
the country to settle.
Boston Wool Market.
The use of the milk from infected
Boston, March 18.—Activity in the wool mar
ket is still confined to the foreign grades, do
animals is a question difficult to deal mestic
wools being quiet, with about the same
with when we consider on the one hand basis of quotations. The tone of the market,
however, is firmer. Prices for leading descrip
the clamors of public tealth and on tions
are as follows: Ohio and Pennsylvania
the other those of the dairyman who No. 1 fleece, 19c; XX and XX and above, 16^
to
17c
;
delaine fleeoe, 18 to 19c; territory
finds it temporarily impossible to main wools—Ohio
Montana fine and fine medium, 9 to 12c;
tain his business if a large number of No. 2 medium, 12 to 18o; Wyoming, Utah, Da
kota, Nevada, Idaho and Colorado fine and fine
animals are at once withdrawn from his medium,
9 to 11c; No. 2 medium, 11 to 12c; Cal
herd. It will be observed that Nocard ifornia wools—spring northern, 10to 12^c; mid
dle counties spring, 9 to lip; Oregon wools—
does not forbid the use of the milk of eastern
fair, 9 to 10c; Australian wools—scoured
incipient cases. Here also he avoids the oombing super, 41 to 42c; good, 88 to 40c.
stumbling block of reforming dairy mat
When butter becomes stale, try churn
ters by not making restrictions unneces
sarily severe.—United States Agricul- ’ing it over again in fresh buttermilk be
fore you throw it away for grease.
tural Bulletin.
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vary a good deal, but there seems no
regular tendency toward reduced or increased mean weight. Of tho seven
breeds the Shorthorns are the heaviest
and then the crossbred cattle. Guern
seys, Ayrshires and Red Polls occupy a
medium position, and the smallest cat
tle are the Kerries and the Jerseys. In
1893 the Jerseys were smaller than the
Kerries, but this was reversed last year.

The illustration shows how much the
English idea of a perfect hog differs
from the American one. It is from the
London Live Stock Journal and repre
sents the Tamworth sow that took prizes
at the Royal and other British shows.
This animal is considered a remark
ably fine specimen of the Tamworth
breed. It would not be admitted to com
Mog Wisdom.
pete at an American county fair. But
At the Missouri swine breeders’ conthe British do not like the pure fat—
“pig’s tallow,” they call it—that gen- vention the valuable points brought out
were as follows:
A small dumber of pigs at the’ first
farrow cause a failure in the development of a sufficient number of teats, so
that subsequent litters will not be supplied with milk for the whole number
of pigs. One speaker suggested the plan
of borrowing pigs from some other sow
in order that a good development might
be secured for a particularly fine sow.
As to the care needed for a brood sow,
PRIZE TAM WORTH SOW.
it was agreed that this should begin
©rations of corn feeding have produced in some time before farrowing. Good feed,
American swine. They like lean meat. not too much corn, plenty of exercise,
They certainly find it in the Tamworth. good quarters. The sow should become
An English breeder of these hogs thus used to the place where she is expected
to farrow some weeks before. After the
sets forth the points in their favor:
I have been a breeder of Tamworth farrowing care should be taken not to
pigs for some time now and find them feed too much at first. Give wholesome
very much liked by l?acon curers and diet—bran, some slops, not too rich
pork butchers, who find them much less diet, for thereby scours in the pigs may
fat, producing much more streaky bacon be brought on. As soon as pigs begin to
than the other breeds. A Tamworth eat prepare a trough apart from the sow.
boar, used to oross any of the other Wheat meal, bran, shipstuff and milk
pure breeds, produces an excellent ba were all considered good.
Many remedies for lice were given,
con pig. Great pains have been taken
with the breed during the last ten years Coal oil or crude petroleum was used;
or so, and they are wonderfully im also an ointment made of mercurial
proved in appearance, even in the tre ointment 10 ounces, sulphur 4 ounces,
mendous length of their noses being carbolic acid 3 ounces, oil of pennysomewhat improved. They grow and royal 1% ounces, a quart of grease,
fatten very quickly, and the sows are Melt, mix and stir till cold. Use by
particularly good mothers, quiet and rubbing on the posts in pen or by saturating a rag and tacking the same to
easy to handle.
the posts of pen in reach of pigs. They
Winter Live Stock Notes.
will rub it on themselves. Crude petroThe days rapidly lengthen during this leum was recommended very highly to
month, and however cold the weather give to hogs. Mr. Vivion said he kept
may be the farmer feels the pleasant it by the barrel. Several others gave
assurance that the time "when darkness very satisfactory results from its use.
lasts longer than the light must soon be
To Raise Prize Beeves.
past. The farmer does not grow any
The way I handled the cattle which
thing in winter, but the florist and mar
ket gardener find in the lengthening made about $5.65 on the Chicago mardays that it is easier to make healthful ket Deo. 24 was as follows: Those were
growth as the days grow longer. Plentj bought on the Chicago market last
of heat can be maintained in the days Maroh and April and cost $3.46 per 100
when sunlight is scarcest, but it does laid down at home. They were a strictnot make vigorous, healthful growth. ly good drove of cattle, made good gains
No doubt if animal life were observed and were good sellers. They were fed
as closely as the gardener observes his very little corn and fodder until the 1st
vegetables the advantage of increasing of May. Then the corn was taken off
sunlight would be equally obvious. The entirely, and they ran on good blue grass
breeding animals ought to be kept out and clover pasture through the summer.
of doors during a part at least of each I had intended to put them on corn the
sunshiny day. If this rule were observed, 1st of September, but our fall grass was
they would be less affected by disease fine, and the cattle looked to be doing as
than the most carefully sheltered stock well as they could be made to do, so I
held the corn off until Oct. 5. I then
is now liable to be.
A cornstalk diet, to which some corn eommenced giving them a light feed
on the ear is added occasionally, makes once a day on the grass and increased
a very good feed for cows bearing young the feed slowly until I got them up to a
and due to calve in the spring. This peck to the steer.
The grass being fine I held them at
keeps the bowels reasonably laxative,
and there is less likelihood of fevor to that till about the 10th to the 15th of
make parturition difficult and danger November, when I began to increase
ous when its time comes than if the ani their feed until I got them to about all
mal is fed on hay. We knew an old they would eat once a day, still letting
farmer who said he made it a practice them run on good blue grass, just scatto give each cow for at least two weeks tering the corn on tho pasture, about
before calving a dozen nubbins of corn two-thirds of a bushel of corn and one©aoh day to insure easy and safe par third of shock corn. I fed them in that
turition. In a long experience his cows way until they were shipped. They were
never gave any trouble at this time, on feed, as you will see, from Oct. 5 to
while those who did not make this a Dec. 23, tho day of shipping—just 78
practice had cows which suffered from days—and made a gain of over 500
caked bag and milk fever. He was very pounds and did it principally on good
gure that feeding the corn in the ear blue grass.—Gaines Greene in Breedwas what was responsible for his suc er’s Gazette.
cess.—Exchange.
When a horse will not eat his feed,
examine his teeth and see if there is not
Varying Weight of Beef Cattle.
something wrong with them. A horse’s
The British Dairy Farmers’ associa teeth occasionally wear off sharp and
tion issue a useful summary of their thin and tear the skin of his cheeks and
“transactions” in 1894, from which we tongue, and so his mouth becomes very
gather that the mean live weight of the sore. When this is the case, rasp off the
Shorthorns at their shows for the last edges of his teeth with a veterinarian’s
four years, including that just closed, file, and the trouble will be remedied.
has varied singularly little. There is a Always examine a horse’s teeth before
net increase of nine pounds on the four you begin to dose him with medicine
years. Jerseys show only two pounds for an appetite and see if the trouble
change, but Guernseys get heavier every does not lie with them.
year, and the increase from 1890 is a
mean 110 pounds per animal, a big
A pig is a pig till it is a year oia.
change. Ayrshires have similarly gone Then it becomes a hog. In classification
up from 1,016 to 1,153 pounds, but cross for fairs, however, when a premium is
bred cattle have gone down, and there are offered for a sow and pigs, it is underno definite changes in Red Polls (Norfolk stood that the pigs are to be under 6
cattle) or in ferries. The last named mouths old.

1% quarts of chop feed. The clover was
soaked in boiling water and then the
chop feed added. This was fed twice a
day, with a very little skimmilk, for a
month. Then I added one quart of bran
and a little ear corn for another month,
when I added about ten ears of corn
daily for six weeks. From this time
they were fed the clover and chop feed
in the morning and then filled on ear
corn and a little skimmilk and water;
at noon ear corn and water. This was
fed until they were killed March 25,
1894. They dressed 188 pounds each.
Pigs never grew faster than did these.—
J. H. Sullwood in Rural New Yorker.

UJ5t ur uiutvrcrtu.
Sow to Feed It Properly to Farm Ani

mals.

A few years ago I concluded to try an
experiment with oilmeal. Inquiry prov
ed the fact that no one kept it for sale
except in very small quantities and at
prohibitive prices. It seemed to be re
garded as a tonic by my neighbors and
the druggist. After considerable writ
jn
ing
I obtained an offer of a carload at
wholesale rates. I spent a day among
w
the neighbors, sold most of it at a low
th
price and still made a profit. It was fed
pi
to all kinds of stock and gave general
satisfaction. I had sale for four carloads
sa
that winter. One horse owned by a liv
th
eryman died, it was said, from feeding
er
the meal, but nearly every one believed
th
that
th a severe kicking by the owner had
more to do with it. The feed stores
m
were soon supplied with it and sold it
w
at a reasonable price. It cut into their
sa
sales,
and they soon saw their way to
ke it.
keep
Much had been used in this section
until
ui other feed got so low and the trust
raised the price of the meal so high that
ra
few thought it profitable to use it. This
fe
se
season one may again use it to advan
ta
tage in connection with other foods. It
should be a dry, fine, sweet smelling
sh
and tasting meal, free from hard, grit
an
ty lumps, to be in the best condition for
fe<
feeding. I fed it to horses mixed with
coarse wheat bran; to cows with cotton
co
seed meal, bran, buckwheat middlings
sei
ar
and oats; to hens mixed with coarse
wl
wheat bran; to hogs in the milk. I
do not think that it is loosening in
its effects. The old fashioned linits
se<
seed meal was a moist, brown substance and contained so much oil
sti
that it was equal to a dose of physic.
th
The
T1 modern meal contains but very littie oil and is a cooked, dried article.
tie
It can be used as a food instead of as a
medicine. A few animals, with weak
mi
stomachs, cannot stand a heavy ration
st(
of oilmeal. Some cannot stand grain of
an
any kind. A small portion should be
mi
mixed with other grains until the ani
mi
mals become accustomed to it. Then increase gradually until a full ration is
cri
re
reached.
My work team weigh 1,100
p
0
pounds
each. They are in the harness
ev
every day and work hard. For 18
m(
months the only grain they received
W{
was ten quarts by measure per day of a
m
j
mixture
made of one part oilmeal and
two parts coarse wheat bran. They kept
in good condition, had sleek coats and
fie(
seemed strong and healthy, with plenty
ooff life. A horse will not be troubled
w
j worms that eats a little of it each
with
day. Our horses will get nothing else
this winter, as oats are high and the
meal lower. Several men who are keep
ing large liveries tell me that they can
no afford oats and have used oilmeal
not
several winters.
Fed to cows it affects the butter, mak
ing it softer. Cotton seed tends to make
ft
it harder. With the two combined
there is no perceptible difference. An
aanimal
u
will fatten much faster if fed
ooilmeal
j]
and roots with its cornmeal. A
p
a one-third full of boiling water will
pail
co
,
cook
a quart of the meal, which will
fce(
become
a thick jelly. To this add coarse
wheat bran until dry and crumbly.
This is the morning feed the year round.
The meal takes largely the place of
mc and milk. We have a large num
meat
ber of hogs and pigs and but little milk
to
to feed them. Oilmeal forms a part of
thi
their daily ration. Little pigs 2 months
old soon show its effect in their sleek
C0]
condition and shiny hair. One caunot
p
r
prove
it, but I think that the sows give
rricher,
jc
and I know more, milk when
ffed
e(- upon it. According to the chemist,
it
lfc is worth more than two-thirds of its
cost as a fertilizer after passing through
C0£
the animals. Other things being equal,
^h(
the farmer should try to feed those
foods
Ox which have a high manurial val
ue.* In any neighborhood where it ia
ue
not^ kept by the dealers in feed some
no
farmer
can benefit his neighbors and
fai
make considerable cash this winter by
ma
taking orders and buying by the car
load.
l°
a —C. E. Chapman in Rural New
Yorker.
______
^o

Hog Killing Time.

Every season on many farms there is
a great bother through lack of conven
iences for quick and easy handling of
the bog crop. The job of turning the
pigs into pork is made far more difficult
and expensive than it need to be. Co
operation among farmers should secure
a full set of all needed conveniences in
each neighborhood where the number of
hogs each farmer kills does not make it
worth while to provide a set for each
farm. We have often seen a half day
occupied in killing and dressing three
or four hogs. On other farms, with
better conveniences, 20 hogs are killed
and dressed in a day. It is disagreeable
and dirty work, therefore the more need
'for getting through with it as soon as
possible.
1
after killing should be allowed
( Hogs
to
overnight, and if slightly fro
rzenhang
in the morning it will be all the bet
‘
Do not, however, put the pork into
(ter. barrel
the
while it is frozen, as it will
not take the salt before spoiling. The
jreason for this appears to be that freez
.
ing
the pork fills it with air, which be
(comes filled with microbes which are re
(tained in the barrel in contact with the
2
meat
as it thaws. After the frozen pork
. thawed wash the pieces thoroughly,
is
(taking
care to get all blood out of them.
jRub salt into them before packing in
(
the
barrel. If no blood is left in the
pieces
and weights are placed over the
]
pork
to keep it under the brine, there
J
will be no difficulty in keeping it sweet
f entire year To make sure, it is well
an
toward spring to take the brine out and
boil it to remove any impurities it may
t
have
gathered All the scum that rises
(on the brine is evidence of what would
(cause a good deal of trouble if left until
jhot weather comes.—American Culti
vator.

Making Pigg Fat.

I fattened two pigs that were bought
Nov. 9, 1898. Their ages then were be2 and 8 months. They were fed
*tween
w
the heads of clover hay that broke off
as it fell from the mow mixed with No.
08
1 .9chop feed—2 quarts clover heads and

;
<
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' A HORSE’S MOUTH.

A Veterinarian on Some Ancient Snperstl
tions In Regard to It.

Veterinary Surgeon Martin says:
“During the many years in which the
writer has been engaged in the practice
of veterinary medicine there is nothing
that has been more forcibly brought to
his attention than the indifference of
most people to the condition of the
horse’s mouth. They seem to think the
month never becomes deranged, when,
in fact, it is one of the most sensitive
organs of the equine economy. Al)
young horses coming 8 or 4 years olc.
should have their teeth and mouth care
fully examined when any symptoms of
tenderness are shown in the mouth, as
it is at this age that some of the milk
molars are replaced by the permanent
ones. In some cases the crown of the
former is only partially displaced and
gives rise to much pain and annoyance
to the horse. 1 have seen a young horse
that had its throat blistered with lini
ment and was treated for distemper
when the trouble was due to a misplaced
crown of a milk molar, which, upon re
moval, gave instant relief. Again, in
some horses the structure of the teeth is
of a comparatively soft nature and
wears rapidly on the grinding substances
in a ragged and uneven manner, which
severely cut and lacerate the tongue and
cheeks. This defect may be easily reme
died by the use of the mouth rasp, an
instrument that may now be found in
nearly all hardware stores. To heal the
raw surfaces a little alum and borax
dissolved in water will act effectually
This humane method, if pursued by peo
ple who own horses, will prevent much
suffering to the horse and at the same
time amply repay the owner in the im
proved appearance of his animal, and in
many cases prevent the loss of much food
by quidding and slobbering.
A few words in regard to those bug
bears of most horse owners—namely,
lampas, so called, and wolf teeth. Lampas is supposed by most people to pos
sess some mysterious power over a horse
whereby his appetite becomes deranged.
They therefore resort to cutting and
burning the poor brute’s mouth under
the mistaken notion of curing the lam
pas. The writer of this has been engaged
in the care of horses for 25 years and
has yet to see a horse that was affected
physically in any way by lampas, except
in the imagination of its owner. It is
the same with the so called “wolf
teeth.” These teeth are the vestigial re
mains of premolar teeth that, in the re
mote ancestors of the horse, were func
tional, and they have become through
disuse mere rudiments as it were of
their former selves. They do not, by
some occult means, affect the eyes of
horses and cause them to go blind, nor
are they responsible, as some good peo
ple contend, for a horse being in poor
condition. Nor is it at all necessary to !
punch them out with a hammer and
cold chisel.
Live Stock Points.

Do up now all the jobs of mending
pasture, fences, gates, stiles and lot inllosures that will be needed in the spring
When the grass grows. You will gain
many days of time thus.
To make a sow a good milker breed
her early and do not give her much fat
tening food.
Take the best care of the sows that
ire due to farrow in March. See that
they do not lay on too much fat and
tfhus destroy their pigs.
If you are going to buy or sell any
bees this year, now is the time to do it,
before the warm weather wakes them
ap.
In the season when lambs are commg thick and fast, it is a good plan to
keep hot stones on hand to warm them
In case they are chilled and their mothBrs do not own them.
The business of horse dentistry is one
ittracting more and more attention.
Keep the breeding ewes in good con
dition. Many ewes are lost by having
them start in to winter in poor condi
tion. Such ewes, when they themselves
do not die, produce dead or weakly
lambs.
HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
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